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ABSTRACT 

Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs), which are also named microstructured optical fibers 

or holey fibers, represent one of the most active research areas today in the field of 

fiber optics.   

   Because of the freedom they offer in their design and novel wave-guiding 

properties, PCFs have resulted in a number of novel devices, communication and 

sensing applications that are difficult to achieve with conventional fibers. The 

micro-holes of PCFs can allow for the infusion of materials, thus the combination of 

PCFs with new materials provides a new platform for ultra-compact photonic 

devices. In practical applications, low-loss connection PCFs with conventional 

fibers is a key issue for integrating PCF devices into existing fiber optic systems. 

However, connecting PCFs to conventional fibers without incurring too much loss is 

a very challenging problem. The previous methods to solve this problem are 

time-consuming and expensive. So it is very important to find a simple and low-cost 

way to splice different PCFs with conventional single mode fibers (SMFs).  

   Two novel techniques were proposed to solve this problem in the thesis. One is 

fusion splicing technique; the other is micro-tip technique.  

   First, fusion splicing technique for PCFs is investigated in detail. The splice loss 

is generally due to two reasons: one is the mode field mismatch between PCFs and 

SMFs; the other is that the air holes in PCFs may completely collapse in the vicinity 

of the splice joint during the splicing process, which significantly increases the 

coupling loss by destroying the light guiding structure of PCF near the joint 

interface. Different kinds of PCFs have different micro-hole structures, and the 

properties of heat-induced collapse when splicing are quite different. One solution 
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which is suitable for one kind of PCF will fail when applying to other kinds of PCF. 

So a detailed study about the effect of micro-hole collapse on the splice loss for 

different kinds of PCFs is very important. For fusion splicing SMFs and PCFs 

having similar mode field diameters, a low-loss joint with good mechanical strength 

can be formed by choosing a suitably weak fusion current, short fusion time, offset 

and overlap to minimize the collapse of air holes and well melt two fibers together. 

For small-core PCFs, an optimum mode field match at the interface of PCF/SMF 

and an adiabatic mode field variation in the longitudinal direction of the small-core 

PCF can be achieved by repeated arc discharges applied over the splicing joint to 

gradually collapse the air holes of the small-core PCF. Low-loss fusion splicing of 

five different PCFs with SMFs are achieved, including large mode PCF, hollow-core 

PCF, nonlinear PCFs with low and high air-filling fraction and polarization 

maintaining PCF. 

   The other novel technique is using micro-tips. The method is based on growing 

photopolymer micro-tips directly on the end face of SMFs. The advantages of this 

micro-tip fabrication method are its simplicity, controllability, reproducibility and 

being inexpensive. The shape and the size of the tips can be controlled, by adjusting 

the laser power, the exposure time and the oxygen diffusion concentration for 

polymerization, to match its mode field to the small-core PCFs. A photopolymer 

micro-tip integrated on the end face of a SMF is used to reduce the mode field 

diameter and increase the numerical aperture of the light beam coming out from the 

SMF, so that there is a better match to the small mode field diameter and the large 

numerical aperture of small-core PCFs. A 5 dB improvement in coupling efficiency 

between a SMF and a commercial small-core, highly nonlinear PCF is demonstrated. 

This compact and efficient butt-coupling method is particularly suitable for PCF gas 
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sensor applications where holes in the PCF need to be kept open at the joint for 

easier access to the evanescent field.  

   Micro-hole collapse effect can be used to fabricate selective injection PCFs. The 

suitable arc discharge energy can cause the cladding holes to collapse while leaving 

the central hollow core to remain open. Thus a simple method for selective filling 

the central hole of PCFs based on a conventional fusion splicer is developed. The 

opening and closing of the central hole and the holes in the cladding can be 

controlled to a certain degree by controlling the fusion current, the fusion duration 

and the fusion offset position. Experiments show that this method can be used to 

make hybrid polymer/silica PCFs with the central hole filled by a polymer. The 

quality of the hybrid fiber is good and the fabrication process is highly reproducible. 

This novel structure not only introduces an effective way for micro-fluidics sensing 

applications, but also opens new perspectives for nonlinear applications by filling 

various functional materials into the central hole of a hollow-core PCF.  

   Hybrid PCF guides light by a novel guiding mechanism, which is a combination 

of index-guiding and bandgap-guiding. The properties of the hybrid PCF are 

systematically investigated, including modal effective index, mode field area, 

confinement loss, group velocity dispersion and birefringence. The hybrid PCF can 

be fabricated by selectively collapsing micro-holes and filling a row of air holes 

with high-index liquid. The potential applications are discussed.  
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Introduction 

 
 
1.1 History of Photonic Crystal Fibers 

Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs), which are also named microstructured optical fibers 

(MOFs) or holey fibers (HFs), represent one of the most active research areas today 

in the field of fiber optics. PCFs have wavelength-scale microscopic structure that 

runs along the entire fiber length. This structure enables light to be confined to the 

fiber by novel mechanisms. PCFs generally guide light by two mechanisms: one is 

modified total internal reflection (index-guiding) and the other is photonic band gap 

effect (bandgap-guiding). In index-guiding PCFs, similar to conventional fibers, 

light is guided in a higher index core by modified total internal reflection from a low 

effective index cladding; in bandgap PCFs, light is confined in a low-index core or 

even hollow air core by reflection from a photonic crystal cladding, the cladding can 

be a one-dimensional (1-D) or two-dimensional (2-D) photonic crystal structure. 

Because of the freedom they offer in their design and novel wave-guiding properties, 

PCFs have resulted in a number of fiber optic devices, communication and sensing 

applications that are difficult to achieve with conventional fibers. The development 

of PCF technology has revolutionized traditional fiber optics and a broad range of 
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innovations based on PCFs is being explored.     

   Although PCFs attracted much attention after the mid-1990s, the history of 

PCFs can be comparable to conventional fibers. In 1970, following an earlier 

suggestion by Kao, Hockman [1], and Werts [2], the loss of conventional fibers was 

reduced drastically to about 20 dB/km [3]. Further progress resulted in bringing 

down the loss to about 0.2 dB/km near the 1.55 µm wavelength region in 1979 [4]. 

The availability of low-loss conventional fibers led to a revolution in the field of 

lightwave technology and started the era of optical fiber communications [5]. Also 

in mid 1970s, the rudiment of PCFs appeared. Kaiser et al [6] demonstrated low loss, 

single mode or multimode holey fibers fabricated by pure fused silica in 1974, as 

shown in Fig. 1(a). This is the earliest report about PCFs. In 1978, Yeh et al. [7] first 

proposed the theory of Bragg fiber. The Bragg fiber can confine light in the 

low-index core, even hollow-core, provided that the core is surrounded by a suitably 

designed alternating ring cladding of high and low refractive indices. It is the first 

theoretical report of the bandgap PCF; this bandgap is formed by 1D photonic 

crystal structure in the fiber cladding. However, the microscopic high index contrast 

multilayers of the cladding usually have very different thermo-mechanical property, 

which makes 1-D bandgap PCFs difficult to fabricate using traditional thermal 

drawing method and limits its development.  

   A number of years later, a PCF with 2-D photonic crystal structure was proposed 

in 1995 [8]. Full 2-D photonic bandgaps can be formed by a periodic structure 

comprising just air and fused silica [8]. Air is mechanically and thermally 

compatible with most materials [9], it is transparent over a broad spectral range and 

it has a very low refractive index; fused silica is an excellent material for drawing 

and fabrication, so PCFs made of air-silica have been widely studied and developed 
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[9, 10]. In 1996, a solid-core PCF with hexagonal air-silica cladding was fabricated 

[11] by a stack-draw technique, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This index-guiding PCF 

supported a single-mode over a very broad spectral range. In 1998, the first 2-D 

bandgap PCF was demonstrated [12], as shown in Fig. 1(c), where light can be 

guided in the low-index core by “reflection” from a 2D honeycomb pattern photonic 

crystal cladding. 

                   
             (a)                            (b) 

           
             (c)                            (d) 

          
             (e)                          (f) 
 

Figure 1.1 The cross-sections of different PCFs: (a) the first air-silica PCF (1974) 
[6]; (b) the first index-guiding PCF with 2-D photonic crystal cladding (1996) [11]; 
(c) the first bandgap PCF with 2-D photonic crystal cladding (1998) [12]; (d) the 
first hollow-core PCF with 2-D photonic crystal cladding (1999) [13]; (e) the 
hollow-core PCF with 1-D photonic crystal cladding for transmission of CO2 laser 
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(2002) [14]; (f) the hollow-core PCF with 2-D photonic crystal cladding with 
record low loss (2005) [15].      

 

   A PCF which confined light in a hollow-core by 2-D bandgap-guiding was first 

demonstrated in 1999 [13], as shown in Fig. 1(d). In the same year, hollow-core 1-D 

bandgap PCF was fabricated by Fink et al. [14], and further progress for this 

structure was made using a roll-draw technique and thus a hollow-core PCF guiding 

light from a CO2 laser with low loss was demonstrated in 2002 [15], as shown in Fig. 

1(e). 

   With various types of PCFs invented, the performance of the PCFs was also 

improved rapidly. One of the most important factors for any optical fiber is loss. 

Early reported index-guiding PCF had large loss (240 dB/km) and the length was 

limited to tens of meters [16]. However, the loss was rapidly reduced in the 

following years and an attenuation of 0.28 dB/km at the wavelength of 1550 nm was 

achieved in 2003 [17], which approaches the intrinsic loss of conventional silica 

based fiber (0.14 dB/km). Specially designed index-guiding PCFs have “endless” 

single-mode property, thus a significant wider wavelength range can be used in 

transmission than conventional fibers. For hollow-core bandgap PCFs, the early loss 

was about 1000 dB/km in 2001 [18], however, it reduced dramatically to 1.2 dB/km 

at the wavelength of 1620 nm in 2005 [19], as shown in Fig. 1(f). This was because 

light in hollow-core PCFs can propagate in the air and avoid losses of fundamental 

scattering and absorption of silica in conventional fibers. A loss of 0.1 dB/km in a 

hollow-core PCF is possible [19], which is less than that of the best conventional 

fiber. Therefore PCFs may be better candidates for future optical communication 

transmission.       

1.2 Motivation for this work  
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Besides comparable transmission loss with conventional fibers, PCFs have a 

number of novel properties and applications that are difficult to achieve with 

conventional fibers. This results in PCFs having many important advantages over 

conventional fibers in various areas. For index-guiding PCFs, the properties include 

endlessly single mode operation [20], large mode area [21], high numerical aperture 

[22], high birefringence [23], high nonlinear coefficient [24] and dispersion 

management [25]. They can be widely used in ultrawide-band transmission, high 

power fiber amplifiers or lasers, high power pumping or beam delivery, as a 

polarization-maintaining component or a polarizer, supercontinuum spectrum 

generation or other nonlinear applications, nearly zero ultra-flattened or anomalous 

dispersion, evanescent field sensing and so on. For bandgap PCFs, the most 

important property is hollow-core guiding. It can be used in high power laser 

delivery of special wavelengths such as from CO2 lasers [15], high power pulse 

transmission [26], gas-based nonlinear optics [27], atom or particle guidance [28], 

and gas and liquid sensors [29, 30]. The micro-hole of PCFs can allow the infusion 

of materials, thus the combination of PCFs with new materials provides a new 

platform for a number of ultra-compact photonic devices [31-33]. We will describe 

in detail the properties and applications of PCFs in Chapter 2.   

   In practical applications, low-loss connection of PCFs with conventional fibers 

is a key issue for integrating PCF devices into existing fiber optic systems. However, 

connecting PCFs to conventional fibers without incurring too much loss is a very 

challenging problem, which limits the wide development of PCF technology. The 

previous methods to solve this problem are time-consuming, expensive and 

ultimately unsatisfactory. So it is significant important to find a simple and low-cost 

way to splice different PCFs with conventional single mode fibers (SMFs). In this 
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thesis, two novel techniques have been proposed to solve this problem. One is a 

special fusion splicing technique and the other is micro-tip technique. The former 

technique uses a conventional fusion splicer to splice different PCFs with 

conventional fibers. Since fusion splicing is the most mature technology in splicing 

conventional fibers and that commercial fusion splicers are widely used, it will be a 

simple and practical solution to splice SMFs and PCFs. However, PCFs have 

micro-hole structures which are totally different from conventional fibers, and 

therefore fusion splicing different PCFs to conventional fibers is a significant 

challenge. The micro-hole collapse phenomenon and its effect on splice loss, and 

the optimized fusion condition of low-loss splice will be investigated in detail in 

Chapter 3. The latter technique is based on growing photopolymer micro-tips on the 

end face of SMFs to match the mode field of PCFs. The advantages of this microtip 

fabrication method are its simplicity, controllability, reproducibility, and 

inexpensiveness, which will be described in Chapter 4. Micro-hole collapse effect 

during fusion splicing can be used to fabricate selective injection PCFs, which not 

only introduces an effective way for micro-fluidic sensing applications, but also 

opens new perspectives for nonlinear applications by filling various functional 

materials into the central hole of a hollow-core PCF (Chapter 5). Micro-hole 

collapse effect can also be used to fabricate hybrid PCFs. A hybrid PCF guides light 

by a novel guiding mechanism, which is a combination of index-guiding and 

bandgap-guiding; its potential applications will be discussed in Chapter 6.  

1.3 Thesis outline 

The thesis is organized as follows: 

 Chapter 2 We review three guiding mechanisms of PCFs: index-guiding, 

bandgap-guiding and hybrid-guiding PCFs in section 2.1. The properties and 
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applications of index-guiding PCFs and bandgap PCFs are reviewed in section 2.2 

and section 2.3, respectively. In section 2.4, we study modified and combined 

structure of PCFs. In particular, the applications of combination PCFs with new 

material are reviewed in section 2.5. Finally, the various PCF splice techniques are 

exhaustively reviewed in section 2.6.       

 Chapter 3 After introducing the challenges in splicing PCFs (section 3.2), we 

give the principle of low-loss splicing PCFs in section 3.3. The experiments are then 

demonstrated and explained in the next sections. In section 3.4, we study fusion 

splicing between PCFs. In section 3.5, we study splicing SMF to solid-core PCF 

with similar mode field diameters (MFDs), hollow-core PCF with similar MFDs, 

small-core PCF with low-air filling fraction, small-core PCF with high-air filling 

fraction and polarization maintaining PCF, respectively.  

 Chapter 4 In this chapter, we explore a method of fabricating photopolymer 

micro-tips in section 4.2, and then we demonstrate that the shape and the size of the 

micro-tips can be controlled by adjusting the laser power, the exposure time and the 

oxygen diffusion concentration for polymerization (section 4.3). We also 

demonstrate the low-los coupling between PCFs and SMFs using micro-tips in 

section 4.4.  

 Chapter 5 We present a method of fabrication selective injection PCFs by 

micro-hole collapse effect in section 5.2. In the next section, we demonstrate 

experimental studies of fabrication by controlling the fusion current, fusion duration 

and offset position. In section 5.4, the experimental filling of the central hole of PCF 

is demonstrated and the potential applications are discussed.  

 Chapter 6 In this chapter, we present the theory of hybrid PCFs in section 6.2. 

The modal effective index, mode field area, confinement loss, group velocity 
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dispersion, and birefringence are numerically simulated and compared with those of 

the corresponding index-guiding and bandgap PCFs. In the next sections, we discuss 

the potential applications of the hybrid PCFs by filling selectively holes using 

micro-hole collapse effect.  

 Chapter 7 In the last chapter, we summarize the research work accomplished in 

the thesis in section 7.1 and list the contributions of our work. Future work, which 

should be conducted, is recommended in section 7.2.  
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Background 

 
 
2.1  Guiding mechanisms of PCFs 

PCFs have a number of novel properties and applications because of their novel 

guiding mechanisms [1-8]. In Chapter 1, we introduced the two light guiding 

mechanisms in PCFs: one is modified total internal reflection (index-guiding) [9] 

and the other is photonic band gap effect (bandgap-guiding) [10-13]. Recently, a 

hybrid PCF was proposed in which a guided mode can be confined to the core 

simultaneously by index-guiding and bandgap-guiding [14]. In this section, we will 

review these light guiding mechanisms. 

2.1.1 Index-guiding PCFs  

In index-guiding PCFs, because the refractive index of the pure silica core is larger 

than the average index of the cladding which is made of pure silica and air holes, 

light is guided in a higher index core by modified total internal reflection from a low 

effective index cladding, similar to conventional fibers. The schematic of the cross 

section of a common index-guiding PCF is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (a). The PCF is 

made of pure fused silica, the cladding is a 2D photonic crystal air-silica structure; 

the air holes are arranged in a hexagonal pattern with air hole diameter d and 
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hole-to-hole pitch Λ. Fig. 2.1(b) shows the first index-guiding PCF made of pure 

fused silica, and its far field intensity at the wavelength of 632.8 nm is shown in Fig. 

2.2 [9].  

                   
             (a)                             (b) 

Figure 2.1 (a) The schematic of the cross-section of a common index-guiding PCF; 
(b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) photograph of the first index-guiding 
PCF with 2-D photonic crystal cladding [9].      

 

                        
        

Figure 2.2 Photographed far field pattern of light intensity of the first index-guiding 
PCF at 632.8 nm [9].       

 

   In a conventional single mode fiber (SMF) with core radius ρ  and core and 

cladding indices con and cln  respectively, there are propagation constants β 

associated with specific modes in the core which do not propagate in the cladding. It 

satisfies [15]: 

                  cocl knkn << β           (1) 

where λπ /2=k , λ is the free-space wavelength. The number of guided modes can 
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be determined by the V value [15]:  

                222
clco nnV −= ρ

λ
π               (2) 

which should be less than 2.405 for the fiber to be a single mode. Thus the SMFs 

are in fact multimode for the light of sufficiently short wavelength. Similarly, for an 

index-guiding PCF, there are propagation constants β for the core modes which 

satisfies [15]: 

                   0knFSM << ββ                               (3) 

where 0n  is the index of silica (the core material), and FSMβ  is the propagation 

constant of the fundamental space-filling mode (FSM). The FSM is the fundamental 

mode of the infinite photonic crystal cladding if the core is absent, and it 

corresponds to the maximum β allowed in the cladding. As the lower limit of β in a 

conventional fiber is clkn , the effective cladding index of the PCF can be defined as 

[15]: 

                    ./ kn FSMeff β=                               (4) 

The effective cladding index exhibits strong wavelength dependence, which is very 

different from that of the conventional fiber. effn  decreases rapidly with the 

increase of wavelength, as shown in an example in Fig. 2.3 [16-18].  
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Figure 2.3 Modal dispersion curves extending from 300 nm to 1600 nm for a single 
mode photonic crystal fiber structure with air hole diameter of 0.6 µm and a pitch 
of 2.3 µm [16-18].     

 

By analogy with conventional fibers, the effective V value of the PCF ( effV ) can be 

defined as [18]: 

                222
effoeffeff nnV −= ρ

λ
π                          (5) 

where effρ  is the effective core radius. The decrease of effective cladding index at 

longer wavelengths counteracts the increase in wavelength, thus keeping the V 

value nearly constant and making it possible for a single-mode to propagate over a 

remarkably wide wavelength range, sometimes referred to as “endlessly” single 

mode. When the relative hole diameter satisfies 43.0/ ≤Λd , PCFs are endlessly 

single mode [18]. There are many different definitions of effρ [16-20], but if effρ  is 

defined as 3/Λ=effρ , 405.2≤effV  can also be used for determining whether a 

PCF supports a single mode, as shown in Fig. 2.4 [18].  

                    

Figure 2.4 Effective V value as a function of normalized frequency for various 
relative air hole diameter (d/a) [18].  

 

   An important property that was neglected by previous research is that 
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bandgap-guiding modes may exist in index-guiding PCFs [21]. When propagation 

constant β satisfies:  

                  0knFSM << ββ ,                          (6) 

the corresponding modes cannot be guided by total internal reflection. However, 

when this condition holds and when β is within the region of bandgaps formed by 

2D photonic crystal cladding, the modes can exist as bandgap-guiding modes. This 

will be discussed in the following section.  

2.1.2 Bandgap PCFs 

2.1.2.1 Bandgap theory 

In bandgap PCFs, light is confined to a low-index core or even hollow core by 

“reflection” from a photonic crystal cladding, which can be a one-dimensional (1D) 

or two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystal structure, as shown in Fig. 2.5 [22, 23] 

and Fig. 2.6 [13], and their guided mode distributions are shown in Fig. 2.7(a) and 

Fig. 2.7(b) respectively. The guiding mechanism of bandgap PCFs is based on the 

photonic bandgap (PBG) effect [24]. A photonic crystal is a dielectric structure with 

a refractive index that varies periodically in space, with the period being of the order 

of optical wavelength. A light wave with special frequencies within the band gap (or 

stop band) of the photonic crystal cannot propagate through this photonic crystal. If 

there is a defect in the photonic crystal structure, the light can only propagate in the 

defect region [24]. For bandgap PCFs, the low-index core (or the hollow core) is the 

defect of the photonic crystal cladding, thus the light with special frequencies within 

the bandgap can propagate in the core with low loss by bandgap-guiding.  
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             (a)                             (b) 

Figure 2.5 (a) The schematic of the cross-section of a hollow-core bandgap PCF 
with 1D photonic crystal cladding; (b) SEM photograph of the hollow-core PCF 
with 1D photonic crystal cladding [23].      

 

            
              (a)                            (b) 

Figure 2.6 (a) The schematic of the cross-section of a hollow-core bandgap PCF 
with 2D PC cladding; (b) SEM photograph of the first hollow-core bandgap PCF 
with 2D PC cladding [13].    
   

                 
             (a)                             (b) 

Figure 2.7 (a) Charge-coupled device (CCD) image of light intensity pattern of the 
hollow-core bandgap PCF with 1D PC cladding at 775 nm [23]; (b) Optical 
micrograph of the field intensity pattern of the hollow-core bandgap PCF with 2D 
PC cladding for white light excitation [13].      

 

   For 1D bandgap PCFs, which are also named Bragg fibers [10], a hollow core is 

surrounded by a multilayer cladding that consists of alternating layers having high 

and low refractive indices, as shown in Fig. 2.5. The index variation along the radius 
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only has an intrinsic advantage for forming hollow-core fibers: bandgap waveguide 

is much easier to create theoretically compared to 2D bandgap guiding because 1D 

bandgap needs much lower index contrast [6]. This makes it possible to form 

air-guided modes using two materials that would not provide an air-guiding bandgap 

when disposed in 2D array [6]. Especially, when the index contrast of a 1D bandgap 

PCF is reasonably high, the omnidirectional guiding can be formed [25-27], as 

shown in an example in Fig. 2.8. In the red region of bandgap maps, light with 

certain frequency can be guided in the fiber for all direction [25-27]. However, the 

use of two solid materials, as required for self-supporting in structure, limits the 

development of 1D bandgap PCF because two materials, which should have large 

index contrast and compatible thermal and thermal-mechanical properties for 

drawing fabrication are required [6, 23].   

              

Figure 2.8 Band maps of the bandgap PCFs with 1D photonic crystal cladding. The 
high and low refractive indices are 4.6 and 1.6 respectively with relative 
thicknesses of 0.33 and 0.67. The white and red regions correspond to bandgaps 
where light can propagate in the hollow-core. The thick black line represents the 
light line. The red regions are two omnidirectional frequency ranges, where light 
reflects by the cladding from all direction [27].   
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Figure 2.9 Propagation diagram for a 2D bandgap PCF with 45% air-filling fraction. 
In region (1), light is free to propagate in every region of the fiber (air, photonic 
crystal, and silica). In region (2), propagation is turned off in the air. In region (3), 
it is turned off in the air and the photonic crystal. In region (4), light cannot 
propagate anywhere (cut off) completely. The black fingers represent the regions 
where full 2D photonic band gaps exist. Guided modes of a solid core PCF form at 
points such as A, where light is free to travel in the core but unable to penetrate the 
photonic crystal. At point B, light is free to propagate in air but is blocked from 
penetrating the cladding by the PBG; these are the conditions required for a 
hollow-core mode [7, 8, 11].   

 

   For 2D bandgap PCFs, as shown in Fig. 2.6, a hollow-core is surrounded by a 

triangular pattern air-silica structure. When the light is restricted in the transverse 

plane, 2D bangap can appear only for large enough index contrasts. For example, 

the triangular 2D array structure requires an index ratio no less than 2.66 [6, 28]. 

However, for propagation out of transverse plane, when the longitudinal component 

of wave vector (β) is fixed but nonzero, 2D bandgaps can appear for much smaller 

index contrast such as air (1.0) and silica (1.45) [11]. This air-silica 2D structure can 

be well fabricated by stack-draw technique. Air is mechanically and thermally 

compatible with most materials [6], it is transparent over a broad spectral range and 

it has a very low refractive index. Fused silica is an excellent material for drawing 

fabrication, so PCFs made of air-silica have been widely studied and developed. 

What’s more, PCFs with air hole structure can be fabricated by different glasses 

[29-31] or polymer [32-34] materials.  
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   It is the norm to use a propagation diagram to understand 2D bandgap-guiding 

in PCFs. Propagation diagram for a 2D bandgap PCF with 45% air-filling fraction is 

shown in Fig. 2.9 [7, 8, 11], the finger-like regions are bandgap regions formed by 

2D PC cladding. In principle, at a fixed optical frequency, the maximum value of β 

is given by kn , where n  is refractive index of the medium in which light 

propagates. For kn<β , light is free to propagate; for kn>β , it is cutoff (or it is 

evanescent). Therefore, for the black region 4 as shown in Fig. 2.9 which satisfies 

                  silicakn>β ,                               (7) 

light is cutoff . For the region 3 which satisfies 

                silicaeff knkn << β ,                 (8) 

light can propagate in the silica (the case of index-guiding PCF). For the region 2 

which satisfies  

               silicaeff knknk <<< β ,            (9) 

 light can propagate in the air-silica PC and silica; for the region 1 which satisfies 

              silicaeff knknk <<<β ,                              (10) 

light can propagate in the air, air-silica PC and silica. Thus, for the hollow-core 

bandgap PCF, light with certain frequencies both within the bandgaps and in the 

region 1 can be guided in the air-core by bandgap-guiding mechanism. Now we 

study another case, for a solid-core PCF with 2D PC cladding, the light in the region 

1 and 2 can not propagate by index-guiding mechanism, however, in these regions, 

when β with certain frequencies within the bandgaps, the light can be guided in the 

silica core by bandgap-guiding mechanism, which is neglected by most research on 

index-guiding PCFs. For certain frequencies, index-guiding and bandgap-guiding 

can co-exist in solid-core PCFs [21]. As an example, a bandgap-guiding mode in a 
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solid-core PCF is shown in Fig. 2. 10. Therefore, strictly speaking, it is not always 

appropriate to refer to solid-core fibers as index-guiding PCFs. However, because 

the bandgap modes in a solid-core PCF are generally high-order modes and have 

lobe size, these modes are difficult to be excited, and the loss of the bandgap modes 

are generally significantly larger compared with that of index-guiding modes, hence 

they may be neglected in most practical applications.    

                          
 

Figure 2.10 A high-order bandgap mode at the wavelength of 1550 nm in a 
solid-core PCF with 2D PC cladding, where relative hole size d/Λ=0.8, pitch Λ=3.1 
µm, effective mode index neff=1.2289, confinement loss is 2.1 dB/m with five 
cladding air hole rings [21].  

 

   Bandgap guiding can also be formed in a solid core surrounded by periodical 

high index layers or high index rods, as shown in Fig. 2.11(b) and Fig. 2.11(c). One 

of the key properties of bandgap-guiding mechanism is that guidance can occur in 

several frequency windows which are defined by a set of bandgaps. Bandgap maps 

can be numerically calculated by solving the Maxwell equations using full-vector 

plane wave expansion method [35-36]. Although powerful, this method cannot 

provide a simple understanding of the physical mechanisms behind the light 

propagation. For solid-core bandgap PCFs with high-index layers or rods as 

cladding, the guiding mechanism can be explained intuitively by antiresonant 

reflecting waveguide (ARROW) model [37-44] besides the bandgap theory.  
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2.1.2.2 ARROW theory  

Figure 2.11 shows (a) a planar waveguide with a low-index core (n1) and alternating 

layers of high (n2) and low (n1) indices; (b) a 1D bandgap PCF with a concentric 

ring composed of layers with similar indices; and (c) a 2D bandgap PCF with a 

low-index core (n1) surrounded by high-index (n2) cylindrical inclusions.  

 

           
        (a)                   (b)                  (c) 

Figure 2.11 Schematic of (a) a 1D ARROW structure, (b) a 1D bandgap PCF with 
high-index layers, (c) 2D bandgap PCF with high-index rods [40].   

 

   For the planar 1D waveguide, as shown in Fig. 2.11(a), the high-index layer on 

either side of the low-index core behaves as a Fabry-Perot (FP) resonator in the 

ARROW model. A standing wave by constructive interference builds up in the 

high-index layer when [40, 41]   

                     πmdkt =              (11) 

where ,...2,1=m  and 2
1

2
2

2 nnkt −=
λ
π  is a transverse component of the 

propagation vector. This corresponds to a resonant condition in the high-index layer 

with resonant wavelengths (cutoff condition):  

                2
1

2
2

2 nn
m
d

m −=λ ,        (12) 

So that the light can leak out of the core, narrowband resonant wavelengths 

correspond to narrow transmission minima. For other wavelength, FP resonator 
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causes the light to confine in the core with low leakage as a result of destructive 

interference in the FP resonance by antiresonant reflection, as shown in Fig. 2.12. It 

should be noted that the cutoff condition (Eq.12) of this simple ARROW model is 

valid only in the regime where the high-index layers support modes, thus it is valid 

only for 2
1

2
22 nnd −≤λ (so-called “short wavelength regime”). For 1D bandgap 

PCF as shown in Fig. 2.11(b), the ring waveguide can be regarded as a slab 

waveguide that is rolled into a tube. So Eq. (12) can also be used to predict the 

spectral features in the 1D bandgap PCF. 

                        
 

Figure 2.12 Schematic of the ARROW structure (top) and its transmission spectrum 
(bottom) [38]. 

 

   For 2D bandgap solid-core PCF, the locations of the transmission minima are 

determined by the modal cutoff conditions for the modes in the individual high 

index rods. The modal cutoff condition for HE, TE, TM, and EH modes can be 

found from the eigenmode equation [40]: 

                      0)
2

( =
dkJ tl                              (13) 

where lJ  is the Bessel function of order l . Using the consine approximation for 
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Eq. (13), the resonant wavelength can be written as follows [40]: 

             ,
2/1

2 2
1

2
2 nn

m
d

m −
+

=λ    ,...2,1=m                  (14)       

Compareing Eq. (12) and Eq. (14), it can be found that the cutoff wavelengths of the 

2D bandgap PCF with high-index rods structure are out-of-phase with those of the 

planar waveguide and 1D solid bandgap PCF with the same parameter d , 1n  and 2n  

[40]. Thus the ARROW model can give a simple explanation for this kind of 

bandgap PCFs and approximately predict the property of transmission windows.    

2.1.3 Hybrid PCFs  

For a guided mode, most PCFs confine it by only one of the two different guiding 

mechanisms, although hybrid-guiding (combination of index-guiding and 

bandgap-guiding) has been utilized in photonic crystal slabs [45] for many years. 

Recently, a hybrid PCF was proposed in which a guided mode can be confined in 

the core simultaneously by index-guiding and bandgap-guiding [14]. As shown in 

Fig. 2.13, this hybrid PCF was composed of air holes and Ge-doped silica rods 

disposed around an undoped silica core; the air holes were arranged in a hexagonal 

pattern as in an index-guiding PCF because it is relatively easy to fabricate by 

stacking capillary silica tubes and solid silica rods, while the high index rods 

replaced a single row of air holes along one of the PCF axes.  

            

          
              (a)                        (b) 

Figure 2.13 (a) The schematic of the cross-section of a hybrid PCF; (b) SEM 
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photograph of the first hybrid PCF [14].      
 

   Along the vertical axis, the core has a higher refractive index than the effective 

index of the cladding, so light can be guided in the core by index-guiding; on the 

other hand, along the horizontal axis, index-guiding is impossible because the 

cladding rods have a higher index than the core; however, light can be confined 

along the x direction by bandgap guiding (or antiresonant reflection). This hybrid 

PCF shared properties of both index-guiding and bandgap-guiding. However, the 

hybrid PCF is a quite new issue; although Cerqueira et al. proposed a kind of hybrid 

PCF and gave some basic analysis, it was not a systematic investigation that offers 

insight into the nature of the hybrid PCF, and many significant properties of hybrid 

PCFs have not been investigated. We will investigate systematically the properties 

of hybrid PCFs and potential applications in Chapter 6.  

2.2  Properties and applications of index-guiding PCFs 

Index-guiding PCFs have a number of various micro-structures. The adjustment of 

the effective refractive index of the cladding via air filling fraction and air hole 

arrangement has been used for the implementation of small index step, large index 

step and asymmetric index distribution. Here we will divide index-guiding PCFs 

into three classes according to their index distribution, as shown in Fig. 2.14.  

2.2.1 Small index step 

Index-guiding PCFs with small index step generally have small relative hole size 

(d/Λ), so light confined in the core will partially distribute into the cladding. One 

significant property of this kind of PCFs is that the effective cladding index is 

strongly wavelength dependent.  

Endlessly single-mode PCF 

When d/Λ is very small, PCFs can support a single-mode over an ultra-wide 
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wavelength range. Especially when 43.0/ ≤Λd , the PCFs can be endlessly single 

mode. For example, an index-guiding PCF with a record level of low-loss (0.28 

dB/km) at the wavelength of 1550 nm was achieved by NTT laboratories [46]. And 

it was used to perform the first successful 19 channel wavelength division 

multiplexing transmission experiment (190 Gbit/s) through a 5 km long PCF in the 

850 nm to 1550 nm wavelength region [46, 47].  

 

 

  Figure 2.14 Diagram showing the typical structures of index-guiding PCFs.    
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   The single-mode high-bit-rate transmission potential of the PCF was confirmed 

experimentally over a wide wavelength range from 850 nm to 1550 nm, which 

corresponds to a bandwidth of 160 THz. Thus an endlessly single-mode PCF can be 

expected to provide an ultra-wide band of several hundred THz for future optical 

communication systems with an ultra-large capacity [46, 47]. 

          

Figure 2.15 Ultrawide band transmission of an index-guiding PCF in NTT 
laboratories [46]. 

 

Large mode area (LMA) PCF 

Single-mode PCFs can be designed to have extremely LMA because, unlike 

conventional fibers, the number of guided modes in a PCF is independent of the 

ratio of core radius (ρ) to the optical wavelength (λ). Ultra-LMA single-mode PCF 

can be achieved by keeping the small relative hole size and large hole-to-hole pitch 

in a suitable range. Due to ultra-LMA, such PCF can have a rather low energy 

density in the core in high laser power operation. It has no limitation for the onset of 

intensity dependent nonlinear effects, and can avoid material damage in high-power 

fiber lasers. So it can be used for generating and propagating high power laser. 

Although PCFs and conventional fibers can exhibit similar mode areas at any single 

wavelength, LMA PCFs have a distinct advantage for broadband and high quality 

beam applications because of their ability to be single mode with large mode area 

over a wide wavelength range [48]. In addition, PCFs may simplify the fabrication 
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of large-mode-area single-mode fibers for use at short wavelengths [48, 49].  

Ultra-flattened dispersion PCF 

In conventional fibers, group velocity dispersion (GVD) is usually dominated by the 

dispersion of the bulk silica. However, PCFs have much flexibility in dispersion 

management because the waveguide dispersion can be properly adjusted by 

controlling the air holes size and hole-to-hole pitch. As shown in Fig. 2.16 [50], a 

suitably designed PCF demonstrated nearly zero ultra-flattened dispersion over a 

significant wider wavelength range from 1 µm to 1.6 µm. Low ultra-flattened 

dispersion in a wide wavelength range has a great impact on many engineering 

applications such as dispersion compensation, wide-band supercontinuum 

generation, ultra-short soliton pulse transmission and wavelength-division 

multiplexing transmission [50]. 

         

Figure 2.16 Dispersion plots for ultra flattened dispersion PCF. Red curve: d=0.58 
µm, Λ=2.59 µm; Dark blue curve: d=0.57 µm, Λ=2.47 µm [50].      

 

2.2.2 Large index step 

Index-guiding PCFs with large index step generally have large relative hole size 

(d/Λ) or even air cladding. When the air-filling fraction of the cladding is extremely 

high, the air-silica structure supports the central rod like a thin silica bridge, the PCF 
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can behave similarly to a single silica rod surrounded by air.  

High NA multimode PCF   

The materials of the conventional fiber are generally made of pure silica and silica 

doped with special materials to change refractive index, so the index contrasts are 

very limited. For example, the numerical aperture (NA) of Corning SMF-28 is about 

0.14 at 1550 nm. The largest NA of conventional fiber is generally not beyond 0.4. 

However, the PCF can have a much larger NA due to the flexibility in air-silica 

structure. When the cladding has an air-ring structure, as shown in Fig. 2.14 [51], 

the average index of the cladding is close to one and thus having a high NA. PCFs 

with NAs as high as 0.9 have been demonstrated [51]. High NA fibers collect light 

very efficiently from a very broad space angle and distribute light in a broad angle 

at the output end; it can be widely used in endoscopy, high power cladding pumping 

lasers and amplifiers [52-54].  

Highly nonlinear PCF  

Highly nonlinear PCFs, as shown in Fig. 2.14, have a high air-filling fraction 

cladding and a small core. The overall shape of the dispersion curve of this kind of 

PCF can be well approximate by assuming that the fiber behaves as an isolated 

micro-silica rod in air. The zero-dispersion wavelength point shifts strongly towards 

the visible wavelength when the core diameter decreases [55]. The small mode area 

resulting in high power density in the core and visible wavelength zero-dispersion 

make this kind of PCF very useful for nonlinear applications. It can be used as 

super-continuum generation for frequency metrology, spectroscopy or optical 

coherence tomography; four-wave mixing and self-phase modulation for switching; 

soliton generation and propagation, ultra-short pulse compression; wavelength 

conversion applications; raman amplification and so on [56-59]. An example is 
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given in Fig. 2.17, whereby an ultra-broadband continuum extending from 390 to 

1600 nm was generated by injecting pulses of 100 fs duration, 800 pJ energy, and a 

center wavelength of 790 nm into a 75 cm length of a highly nonlinear PCF [56].   

       

Figure 2.17 Optical spectrum of the continuum generated in a 75 cm length 
small-core nonlinear PCF. The dashed curve shows the spectrum of the initial pulse. 
The PCF has a core with diameter about 1.7 µm and air holes with diameter 1.3 µm. 
The calculated zero-dispersion wavelength of the PCF is 767 nm [56].    

 

Air-cladding-assist PCF  

Air-cladding-assist PCFs can be explained as adding air holes in the cladding of 

conventional doped-core fibers. One of the air-cladding-assist PCF, called grapefruit 

PCF, as shown in Fig. 2.14 [60], is comprised of six approximately cylindrical 

air-holes introduced in the cladding. The diameter of air holes is about 40 µm. The 

inner cladding region formed by air holes is about 34 µm in diameter. The core is 

germanium (Ge) doped, has a diameter of about 8 µm and with 121 /)( nnn −=∆  ~ 

0.35%, where 1n  and 2n  are the refractive indices of the Ge core and the silica 

respectively. This PCF can guide light in the Ge-doped core like a conventional 

SMF, however, the inner cladding surrounded by air holes can guide core modes 

when the PCF is tapered, or can guide excited cladding modes when the core is 

written with grating. The big air holes can be filled with polymer or micro-fluids, 

which results in many all-fiber optical devices, such as tunable filter, tunable 
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attenuator and polarization controller [61-64]. We will pay further attention to it in 

the following sections. Furthermore, air-cladding-assist PCFs have a very small 

bending loss. For example, the fiber has a low bending loss of 0.05 dB/turn with a 

bending diameter of 10 mm, which is less than 1/500 of that of conventional SMFs. 

It can be used as optical indoor cord [65].       

2.2.3 Asymmetric index distribution 

In the case of asymmetric index distribution, polarization maintaining (PM) PCF or 

single-polarization PCF can easily be achieved by controlling air hole size in two 

orthogonal directions. The large index contrast of the PCFs in combination with 

asymmetric core or cladding may be used to create modal birefringence of at least 

one order of magnitude larger than conventional PM fibers [66, 67]. As an example 

in Fig. 2.18 [68], a PM PCF was designed by introducing asymmetric air holes in 

two orthogonal directions. The modal birefringence of the PCF can be as high as 

3104.1 −×  at the wavelength of 1550 nm with a low confinement loss of 1.3 dB/km.   

            

       Figure 2.18 Wavelength dependence of PM-PCF birefringence.    
 

The highly birefringence can also be achieved by designing asymmetry core [67] or 

elliptical holes [69, 70], as shown in Fig. 2.14. Single-polarization PCF can be 
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realized by designing PM PCF with large polarization dependent loss [71, 72]. 

Unlike traditional PM fibers which contain at least two different glasses each with a 

different thermal expansion coefficient, the birefringence of PCFs is highly 

insensitive to temperature, which is important in many applications. For example, 

temperature effects in the highly stressed conventional high birefringence fiber limit 

the accuracy of fiber optic gyroscopes, as well as current sensors based on spun 

elliptically polarizing optical fiber, which can be significantly improved using PM 

PCFs [73].  

2.3  Properties and applications of bandgap PCFs 

As mentioned in the section 2.1, Bandgap PCFs can guide light by 1D or 2D 

bandgap effects; and light can be confined in a solid-core or a hollow-core. Here we 

will divide bandgap PCFs into two classes: 1D bandgap PCF and 2D bandgap PCF, 

as shown in Fig. 2.19.  

2.3.1 1D bandgap PCF 

1D bandgap PCFs (Bragg fibers) were first proposed theoretically in 1978 [10], and 

they began to attract much interest and fabrication commenced after a number of 

years.  

Solid-core 1D bandgap PCF 

The solid-core 1D bandgap PCF was first fabricated using modified chemical 

vapour deposition (MCVD) technique in 2000 [74]. The central core was made of 

F-doped silica (n1=1.449 at λ0=1.06 nm), the high index layers of the cladding were 

made of Ge-doped silica (n2=1.457 at λ0), the low index layers were pure silica 

(n3=1.45 at λ0). The fiber was drawn to obtain a core radius of 5 µm. This PCF can 

confine light at the wavelength of 1.06 nm in the low index core by the bandgap 

effect and has a zero-dispersion at 1.06 µm. It can be used in nonlinear optics such 
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as parametric amplifier or oscillator applications. Later, a single-mode 1D bandgap 

PCF was fabricated with large mode area (517 µm2) and low loss (0.4 dB/m) at the 

wavelength 1.55 µm, which can be used in high power laser delivery [75]. The 

transmission loss was further improved to a few dB/km [76]. The solid core 1D 

bandgap PCF can also be fabricated using sputtering technique [77], the PCF was 

fabricated by forming dielectric multilayers Si/SiO2 on the outside of a taped 

conventional SMF, as shown in Fig. 2.19. Such PCFs can be used as compact 

nonlinear devices and dispersion control components.  

  

    Figure 2.19 Diagram showing the typical structures of bandgap PCFs.  
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Hollow-core 1D bandgap PCF 

The hollow-core 1D bandgap PCF was first fabricated using thermally evaporated 

coating technique in 1999 [22]. The light can be guided in the hollow-core by 

omnidirectional bandgap guiding. Later, it was improved using a roll-draw 

technique and thus a hollow-core omni-guiding PCF was demonstrated, as shown in 

Fig. 2.19 [23]. The multilayers of this PCF are made of two materials: a 

chalcogenide glass with index of about 2.8, arsenic triselenide (As2Se3), and a high 

glass-transition thermoplastic polymer with index of about 1.55, poly ether sulphone 

(PES). The bulk material As2Se3 has a transmission loss of about 7 dB/m at 10.6 µm, 

and the polymer PES has a transmission loss larger than 100,000 dB/m at 10.6 µm. 

However, the hollow-core PCF made of them has a low loss of 0.95 dB/m at 10.6 

µm, which is an order of magnitude lower than the intrinsic fiber material losses. 

Therefore, it demonstrated that low attenuation can be achieved through structural 

design rather than high-transparency material selection. Another kind of 1D 

hollow-core Bragg fiber is air-silica ring structure, as shown in Fig. 2.19 [78]. The 

three silica cladding layers can be represented by concentric silica rings with the 

thickness about 0.20 µm, which are separated by 2.3 µm thick air rings comprising 

supporting nanoscale silica bridges of about 45 nm thick. The loss of this PCF is 

about 1.5 dB/m at 1.4 µm. The potential advantage of air-silica 1D Bragg fibers is 

ultra-wide bandgaps [78]. Because light propagates mostly in the air in hollow-core 

PCFs and it is not limited by the material, they have great potential in low loss 

transmission for special wavelengths and high power delivery applications.  

2.3.2 2D bandgap PCFs 

The theory of 2D bandgap PCFs was first proposed in 1995 [11], and then the first 
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solid-core and hollow-core 2D bandgap PCFs were fabricated in 1998 and 1999 

respectively [12, 13].  

Solid-core 2D bandgap PCF 

The first solid-core 2D bandgap PCF was made by introducing an extra small air 

hole in the central silica core surrounded by an air-silica cladding with honeycomb 

pattern, so the central core has a lower average index compared with the cladding. 

The light with special frequencies in the bandgap can be guided in silica part of the 

core by bandgap effect, as shown in Fig. 2.20 [12].  

          
               (a)                             (b) 
 
Figure 2.20 (a) SEM photograph of the first solid-core bandgap PCF with 2D PC 
cladding. (b) Optical micrograph of the field intensity pattern of the solid-core 
bandgap PCF with 2D PC cladding for white light excitation [12].      
 

   Several solid-core 2D bandgaps were invented in the following years [79-82]. 

For example, all-solid 2D bandgap PCFs were fabricated, as shown in Fig. 2.19. The 

PCF has high-index glass rods (or Ge-doped silica rods) arrayed in a hexagonal 

pattern in the background of pure silica. Later, the minimal loss of about 2 dB/km 

was achieved [80]. This kind of PCF may match the group indices at widely 

different wavelengths because of the presence of multiple bandgaps [79]. And 

bandgaps can exist even when the index contrast of high-index rod and background 

silica is fabricated to be as low as one percent [81]. Another kind of solid core 2D 

bandgap PCF can be realized by filling all air-holes of an index-guiding PCF with 

high-index fluids such as liquid, liquid crystal or polymer, as shown in Fig. 2.19 
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[82]. For this kind of PCFs, bandgap-guiding can be tuned by changing the index of 

fluids, which can be used as fiber tunable filters or switches [82].  

Hollow-core 2D bandgap PCF 

Since the first hollow-core 2D bandgap PCF was demonstrated (Fig. 2.6(b)), it has 

been improved dramatically and became the most successful hollow-core bandgap 

PCF. The typical structure of this PCF is shown in Fig. 19. The transmission loss 

has been brought down to as low as 1.2 dB/km, the lowest loss of all hollow-core 

fibers [83]. Hollow-core PCFs confine light mostly to the air core and avoid losses 

of fundamental scattering and absorption of silica in conventional fibers. The loss 

may be further reduced and it may be used in future telecommunication 

transmission. This kind of hollow core PCF can be used to reduce the thermal 

sensitivity of a fiber optic gyroscope compared with conventional fibers [84, 85]. It 

can also be used in high power laser delivery and high power pulse transmission 

because of extremely low nonlinearity in the PCF. The anomalous dispersion of this 

bandgap PCF can benefit the generation of high power optical solitons [86]. The 

PCF with high beam intensity, long interaction lengths and good-quality transverse 

beam profile offers a perfect performance for gas-based nonlinear optics [87, 88], 

and atom or particle guidance [89, 90]. For the same reasons, it can also be used in 

highly sensitive gas and liquid sensors [91, 92].  

2.4  Modified and combined structure PCFs 

2.4.1 Modified-structure PCFs 

The performance of PCFs can be optimized by locally adjusting the sizes, shapes 

and positions of the micro-holes to achieve special functions. Here three examples 

are given.  

Improved evanescent-field PCF 
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Index-guiding PCFs have evanescent fields distributed into the air holes which can 

be used for gas sensors when the gas is filled into the air holes. Overlap is the 

fraction of optical power that is exposed to the gas samples. Because light is mostly 

confined in the central silica core, the overlap is very limited, thus the sensitivity of 

this PCF sensors is not very high. When a small-hole is introduced in the central 

silica core, as shown in Fig. 2.21 (a), the overlap can be improved dramatically, thus 

increasing the sensitivity [92].  

         
       (a)                     (b)                      (c) 
 
Figure 2.21 (a) Schematic of an improved evanescent-field PCF [92], (b) SEM 
photograph of an improved LMA PCF [93], (c) Schematic of an improved low-loss 
hollow-core PCF [94].  

 

Improved LMA PCF 

When a common index-guiding PCF is scaled up by increasing hole-to-hole pitch to 

achieve large mode area, it is at the cost of increased susceptibility to longitudinal 

modulations such as microbending and macrobending. A triangular core formed by 

three missing neighboring air holes, as shown in Fig. 2.21(b), considerably 

improves the mode area without a corresponding change in the loss level for the 

same hole-to-hole pitch. An enhancement of the mode area by about 30% by this 

modification has been achieved [93]. It has important applications in high power 

fiber lasers [54]. 

Improved low-loss hollow-core PCF 

The loss limitations in hollow-core bandgap PCFs are set by hole interface 
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roughness, the roughness is primarily due to thermally excited surface capillary 

waves which become frozen-in when the glass solidifies. Since the level of hole 

interface roughness appears to be an intrinsic property of the fiber drawing process 

and cannot be reduced substantially, decreasing the modal field strength at the 

interface of the air core is an effective way to improve loss property. As shown in 

Fig. 2. 21(c), the silica interface surrounding the air core has a specially designed 

thickness which satisfies the antiresonant reflection condition. At antiresonance, the 

field intensity has a minimum at the interface of the air core, thus decreasing the 

loss caused by interface roughness [94].The field intensity at the silica/air core 

interfaces is shown to be reduced by a factor of approximately three compared to a 

PCF without changing the thickness of the interface. The effect, acting to reduce the 

fraction of light power in the silica, also reduces nonlinearity, which is important in 

the delivery of high power short pulse applications. 

2.4.2 Combined-structure PCFs  

The combination of various PCF structures can improve the performance of the 

fibers and produce multifunctional fibers. Three examples are given below.  

Double-cladding index-guiding PCF  

The combination of LMA PCF structure and high NA multimode PCF structure can 

be used in high power fiber amplifiers and lasers. As shown in Fig. 2.22 (a) [52], the 

PCF has two claddings: the outer cladding is a high-NA air cladding surrounded by 

silica jacket, which is advantageous for the efficient use of high power and low 

brightness pumping light; the inner cladding comprises air holes with small relative 

hole size, which can realize high power and single-mode signal laser in the 

doped-core without limitation of nonlinearity and material destruction because of 

LMA. A 2.3 meter long air-clad Yb-doped LMA PCF laser generating up to 80W 
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output power with a slope efficiency of 78% has been achieved [54]. 

Double-cladding bandgap PCF 

The low-index contrast all-solid bandgap PCF has a large bending loss, which can 

be improved by adding a ring of air holes around the all-solid bandgap structure, as 

shown in Fig. 2.22(b). The confinement loss and bending loss can be significantly 

reduced [95]. The method can also be utilized in other kind of PCFs to improve the 

confinement performance, such as birefringent PCFs [96]. 

Self-monitoring PCFs 

           
           (a)                                  (b)    
                   

        
                               (c) 
 
Figure 2.22 (a) SEM photograph of an air-clad Yb-doped PCF [52], (b) SEM 
photograph of a double-cladding bandgap PCF [95], (c) SEM photograph of a 
self-monitoring-PCF cross section highlighting the different structures integrated 
into the fiber. The inset on the lower right shows the thermally sensitive MSM 
junction. The upper right inset shows the 1D bandgap hollow core structure 
designed to guide CO2 laser [97, 98].   

 

   The 1D hollow-core bandgap fibers can be used for transmitting high optical 

power with applications in industrial and medical fields. As the power carried in 

such fibers increases, the potentially adverse effects of inadvertent release of this 
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energy increase, thus predicting imminent failure is needed for safety. As shown in 

Fig. 2.22(c), a hollow core bandgap PCF, designed to transmit a high power CO2 

laser beam, is combined with a thin-film heat-sensing metal-semiconductor-metal 

(MSM) device whose conductivity depends on the peak temperature. The energy 

released at the localized defect significantly raises the temperature of the fiber in the 

vicinity of the defect, which decreases the resistance of the semiconductor layer and 

produces a large current in the MSM and the current can be monitored when there is 

a localized defect case. 

2.5  Combination PCFs with new materials: fruitful applications 

The micro-hole of PCFs can allow for the infusion of materials, thus the 

combination of PCFs with new materials provides a new platform for a number of 

ultra-compact photonic devices and applications. The fiber optic systems generally 

use a variety of in-line components such as modulators, attenuators, filters, etc. 

These in-line components are typically produced by coupling the light out of the 

optical fiber and into some bulk or integrated optical waveguide device and then 

back into the optical fiber, as shown in the upper figure in Fig. 2.23(a). However, 

the coupling lenses and bulk optical devices make the optical system complicated. A 

PCF filled with functional material can be integrated with conventional fibers to be 

an in-fiber component, thus causing ultra-compact photonic devices to be possible. 

As an example, Fig. 2.23(b) shows a photograph of a 5-m-long hydrogen-filled 

hollow-core PCF gas cell, illustrating its size compared to that of a match, which 

can be used as an ultra-compact device for the generation of Raman scattering with 

low threshold and high efficiency [99]. We can divide the applications into two 

classes according to the filling materials: PCF with gases and PCF with fluids.   
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             (a)                                  (b) 
 
Figure 2.23 (a) Schematic of in-fiber component is made of a PCF filled with 
material. (b) Photograph of a 5-m-long hydrogen-filled hollow-core PCF gas cell 
[99].      

 

2.5.1 PCF with gases 

Gas sensors 

The advantages of evanescent field fiber sensing include potentially easy alignment 

with transmission fibers, long interaction length and distributed sensing capability. 

The improvement of evanescent fields exposed to air holes compared with 

conventional fiber benefits PCFs in gas sensor applications [100]. For example, an 

index-guiding PCF with the relative sensitivity of about 6% has been achieved, 

which is 50 times better than that of D-shaped fiber and 65 times better than that of 

conventional SMF. For hollow-core bandgap PCFs, the relative sensitivity can be as 

high as 95% because the bandgap PCF has a much higher percentage of light power 

in the hollow core that interacts with the gas sample and hence a better sensitivity is 

achieved [91]. 

Gas-based nonlinear optics 

The hollow-core bandgap PCF with high beam intensity, long interaction lengths 

and single-mode transverse beam profile can provide strong nonlinear interactions 

between light and gases for gas-based nonlinear optics. It can be widely used in 

stimulated Raman scattering, high harmonic generation, and electromagnetically 

induced transparency, etc [87, 88]. For example, the threshold power for rotational 
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Raman scattering in hydrogen was reduced by more than a million times using a 

hollow-core bandgap PCF, and near-perfect quantum efficiency was achieved [8]. 

2.5.2 PCF with fluids 

Liquid sensors 

When air holes of PCFs are filled with liquid samples, it can be used as liquid 

sensors [92]. For example, an evanescent field method to detect fluorophore-labeled 

bio-molecules in aqueous solution using hollow-core bandgap PCFs was 

demonstrated [101]. In this method, the liquid sample was filled into all the holes of 

PCFs with a length of 10 cm using capillary force. When the sample contained the 

labeled bio-molecules, light was guided in the silica segments located in the 

air-silica cladding and had strong penetration into the sample at frequencies in 

visible range. And then the transmission spectrum of the fiber was measured. The 

transmission spectrum showed dips at wavelengths corresponding to the labeled 

bio-molecules. The fraction of the optical field of the cladding mode that propagated 

in the aqueous sample was 5.2% for the light with 650 nm wavelength. The 

minimum concentration which could be detected is 0.1µM for a PCF with 30 cm 

length. The advantage of the PCF-based liquid sensor is the possibility of achieving 

long effective interaction lengths while using submicroliter sample volumes. An 

improved method is the use of a hollow core bandgap PCF with its central core 

filled with samples for absorption measurements. For liquid samples, near-unity 

light/sample overlap over a wide range of wavelengths can be obtained, which will 

significantly improve the absorption measurement sensitivity [92]. 

Liquid-based nonlinear optics 

When the central hollow-core of a bandgap PCF is filled with functional liquids, it 

can be interacted with pumping laser strongly in the core for a long length, thus 
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increasing nonlinear effect. For example, it can be used in two photon fluorescence 

[102], stimulated Raman scattering [103] and supercontinuum generation [104] by 

filling various liquids.   

Tunable photonic devices  

The air-holes of PCFs allow for the infusion of active materials yielding novel 

hybrid tunable all-fiber optical devices that exhibit desirable properties, such as 

enhanced tunability, compactness, and intrinsic low insertion loss. For example, 

air-clad-assist PCFs filled with fluid can be utilized as tunable attenuator [63], 

tunable filter [62] and tunable birefringent fiber [64]. As shown in Fig. 2.24 (a), one 

part of the PCF is tapered and high-index liquid is filled near the tapered region. 

When the capillary tube heats the air channels in the PCF which is sealed on both 

sides using the fusion splicer, it induces pressure and pushes the fluid into the waist 

of the PCF, thus the light is lost. When the heater is turned off, the fluid goes back 

and does not affect the transmission of light in the fiber. The PCF behaves as a 

broadband attenuator with a switching speed of about 0.5 s and an attenuation of 45 

dB. As shown in Fig. 2.24 (b), the long period grating (LPG) is written in the PCF 

and the low-index fluid is filled in the LPG region, and the set-up can be used as a 

tunable filter when the resonance wavelength changes with the index of the fluid. In 

Fig. 2.24 (c), when the PCF is filled with high-index polymer only in the two 

opposite holes in the tapered region, the birefringence can be tuned by changing the 

index of the polymer via temperature. Furthermore, thermally, electrically and 

optically tunable PCF devices based on liquid crystals have been demonstrated [82, 

105-107]. 
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Figure 2.24 (a) Schematic of tunable attenuator. Fluid is moved to the waist of the 
tapered PCF when the voltage is on; light is lost due to refraction into the high 
index material [63]. (b) Schematic of tunable filter. The PCF has low-index fluid 
infused on the grating region; when the voltage is on, the refractive index of the 
fluid decreases and results in shifting the wavelength resonance [62]. (c) Schematic 
of tunable birefringence. Birefringence of the PCF increases as a function of the 
index of the polymer that is filled into two opposite holes of the PCF [64].   

 

2.6  Overview of PCF splice techniques 

PCFs have huge potential advantages over conventional fibers in various areas as 

described above. However, in practical applications, PCFs or PCF-based photonic 

devices generally need to be spliced to conventional fibers for integrating them into 

existing fiber optic systems. Connecting PCFs to conventional fibers without 

incurring too much loss is a challenging problem, which limits the applicability of 

PCFs. Below we provide a detailed review on previous PCF splice techniques.  
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2.6.1 Splicing PCFs with doped core 

PCFs with doped core will guide light even when the air holes have completely 

collapsed during splicing, thus a suitable designed cladding hole-assist PCF, as 

shown in Fig. 2.14, can be spliced to a conventional SMF with a low splice loss. 

The following procedure was performed when splicing such PCFs [61]: The air 

holes were collapsed using heat without applying tension, and the heat source was 

scanned along the PCF until the air holes collapsed along a length of 6 mm. The full 

collapsed region was spliced to a conventional Corning SMF-28, as shown in Fig. 

2.25 [61]. The splice loss was about 0.075 dB. Another doped-core PCF with similar 

structure is used in telecommunication transmission with low bending loss. It has a 

mode field matching with SMF-28. The optimized butt-coupling loss between this 

PCF and conventional SMF is about 0.126 dB, and the splice loss can be as low as 

0.022 dB using a fusion splicer, which is the same as the fusion loss between 

conventional SMFs [65]. However, PCFs with doped-core will limit the flexibility 

in their design. Most PCFs are designed as air-silica structures with pure silica 

material, and this method cannot be used for these PCFs.  

        
Figure 2.25 Fusion splicing between an air-cladding assist PCF with collapsed air 
holes (right-hand side) and a standard SMF (left-hand side). The splice loss is about 
0.075 dB [61].  
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2.6.2 Splicing PCFs using CO2 lasers 

It was reported that a solid-core PCF and a SMF having similar mode field 

diameters (MFDs) were spliced using a CO2 laser. The splice loss was achieved in 

the range from 1.3 dB to 2.8 dB, as shown in Fig. 2.26. The authors mentioned that 

the advantages of using a CO2 laser were that it could clear the solution trapped in 

the air-holes, clean the fiber surface during the preheat process and not cause any 

damage to the end of the PCF when splicing [108, 109]. However, these advantages 

can be easily achieved by using a fusion splicer. There have not been any reports 

that demonstrate that a CO2 laser can be used to low-loss splice other types of PCFs.  

   

Figure 2.26 Splice between a PCF and a conventional SMF using a CO2 laser [109].  
 

2.6.3 Splicing PCFs using GRIN fiber lens 

Low-loss high-strength splice between a solid-core PCF and a SMF having similar 

MFDs was achieved by using a gradient-index (GRIN) fiber lens, as shown in Fig. 

2.27 [110]. A GRIN fiber lens was used to replace a bulk optic lens to couple light 

between a SMF and a PCF. A low splice loss of 0.44 dB between PCF/SMF was 

achieved and the mechanical strength can withstand a stress of up to 100-kpsi. 

However, three splices and controlled lengths of fiber lens and coreless pure fiber 

are required per connection, which makes this method quite complicated in practical 

operation. And this approach is suitable only for PCFs that have MFDs larger than 

3.5 µm, which can not be used for small-core PCFs.   
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Figure 2.27 Illustration of how (a) conventional bulk optical coupling arrangement 
can be replaced by (b) GRIN fiber lens in conjunction with collapsed air holes in a 
PCF. (c) Evolution of MFD (top) and image of completed fusion splice assembly 
(bottom) between standard SMF and PCF [110]. 

 

2.6.4 Tapered PCFs 

Small-core PCFs have a number of nonlinear applications; however, low-loss 

splicing small-core PCFs with conventional SMFs is a challenging problem. To 

avoid direct splicing, tapering PCFs in the middle part provides a power tool to 

achieve a small-core and low transition loss. As shown in Fig. 2.28 [111], the 

un-tapered end of the air-clad-assist doped core PCF can be easily spliced to a 

conventional SMF with low loss, as mentioned in section 2.6.1. Tapering of the PCF 

is adiabatic so that the fundamental mode evolves into the fundamental mode of the 

central silica region, where it is confined by the ring of air holes. The loss 

represented by the tapering for the fundamental mode is about 0.1 dB.  
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Figure 2.28 (a) Schematic of the tapered air-clad-assist doped-core PCF. (b) Cross 
section of tapered PCF with an outer diameter of 10 µm. (c) Cross section of the 
un-tapered PCF with an outer diameter of 132 µm [111].  

 

         

Figure 2.29 Endlessly single-mode PCF inflation and tapering process to produce a 
2-µm-core PCF with large air holes, which is connected at both ends to 5-µm-core 
un-tapered PCF pigtails with small air holes [112]. 

 

For endlessly single-mode (ESM) PCF, it can also be tapered to a small-core 

nonlinear PCF. As shown in Fig. 2.29 [112], first, the PCF is tapered “slow and hot”, 

using a hot flame for rapid hole inflation by high-pressure gas and stretching slowly 

to increase the processing time; secondly, the PCF is tapered “fast and cold”, using a 

cold flame to minimize the rate of hole collapse, and stretching as quickly as 

possible to minimize the processing time. The total losses of such a process are less 

than 0.4 dB. The end of the ESM PCF is easily spliced to a conventional SMF with 
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low loss. However, tapering is a time-consuming process, and the tapering part of 

the PCF needs to be specially protected because it is quite thin and fragile, which 

will limit its practical applications 

2.6.5 Splice-free PCFs 

           

Figure 2.30 Schematic of a spliceless ferrule interface between a SMF and a PCF. 
(a) Construction of the interface by inserting a SMF into a void in the ferrule and 
then drawing it to a PCF. (b) Longitudinal section, showing how the mode spreads 
out from the tapered SMF core to become guided by the surrounding PCF core. The 
gap around the SMF in the void is collapsed by evacuation while drawing, forming 
a PCF core from the entire SMF and some ferrule material [113]. 

 

A splice-free method was reported to avoid splice loss [113]. The process is adapted 

from the fabrication of PCFs from stacked tubes and rods and is described 

schematically in Fig. 2.30. A PCF preform is constructed in the usual way but, 

instead of placing a solid rod in the stack of silica tubes, the central part is left empty. 

An intermediate preform (which is named a ferrule) is drawn from the stack so that 

the central void is more than 125 µm, which is big enough to fit a fiber inside. A 

length of SMF is threaded into this void, replacing the rod omitted from the original 

stack; and one end of the filled ferrule is then drawn in the usual way into a PCF. As 

a result, the PCF is connected via a continuous transition to the SMF without 
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splicing. For example, the PCF drawn from the ferrule had a cobweb cladding 

structure supporting a core of 2.8 µm diameter; the loss of the transition was less 

than 0.8 dB at 633 nm. However, this method is quite expensive because it is 

dependent on manufacturing PCF technology and the produced PCFs are limited 

within doped-core PCFs, which will hinder its wide development.  

2.6.6 Splicing PCFs using fusion splicers  

Fusion splicers are mostly reported for use in splicing SMFs and PCFs having 

similar MFDs [114-118, 99]. The splicing mechanism uses low fusion current and 

short fusion duration to minimize the collapse of the holes. For example, the splice 

loss between a solid-core PCF and a SMF was achieved to be about 0.45 dB, as 

shown in Fig. 2.31 (a). For hollow-core PCFs and SMFs having similar MFDs, 

low-loss splices were reported by using a filament fusion splicer [99] and an arc 

fusion splicer [118]. As shown in Fig. 2.31 (b), a splice loss of about 1.6 dB from a 

SMF (SMF-28) to a bandgap hollow-core PCF (HC-1550-02) was achieved. 

However, the potential of fusion splicers for all kinds of PCFs were not explored 

and the mechanism of low-loss fusion splicing needs to be studied further. We will 

investigate this type of splicing in detail in Chapter 3.    

       

                (a)                                     (b) 
 
Figure 2.31 (a) SMF-PCF splice without hole collapse [116]; (b) Micrograph of the 
splice between a hollow-core bandgap PCF HC-1550-02 and a SMF [118].  

 

2.7  Summary 
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We have reviewed the guiding mechanisms of PCFs, and the properties and 

applications of index-guiding PCFs and bandgap PCFs. Particularly, the modified 

and combined structure of PCFs are reviewed; the combination of PCFs with 

various materials is outlined. In the final section, PCF splice techniques are 

described, which is one of the main topics of this thesis and will be further 

investigated especially in chapters 3 and 4.  
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Chapter 3 

 

 

Fusion splice PCFs 

 
 
3.1  Introduction  

To realize the full potential of PCFs, it is necessary to couple light efficiently from 

conventional single mode fibers (SMFs) to PCFs. However, because PCFs have 

micro-hole structures which are totally different from conventional fibers, splicing 

different PCFs to conventional fibers is a significant challenge. 

   Since Bennett et al. first reported splicing SMFs and PCFs experimentally in 

1999 [1], many splice methods have been proposed for the PCFs. One solution is to 

design special solid-core PCFs which have the same mode field diameters (MFDs) 

as SMFs [2, 3] or to design PCFs with doped core which will guide light even when 

the air holes have completely collapsed during splicing [4-6]; however, those 

methods will limit the flexibility in PCF designs. For solid-core PCFs and SMFs 

having similar MFDs, low-loss splices were achieved by using fusion splicers [1, 7, 

8] or CO2 lasers [9, 10]; another type of low-loss high-strength splice between a 

solid-core PCF and a SMF having similar MFDs was achieved by using a GRIN 

fiber lens [11]. For hollow-core PCFs and SMFs having similar MFDs, low-loss 

splices were reported by using fusion splicers [12-14]. However, these splice 
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methods are limited in PCFs having similar MFDs compared with those of SMFs. 

For small-core PCFs and SMFs, several indirect splicing methods have been 

proposed, such as tapered intermediate PCFs [15, 16], integrating a SMF with a 

PCF during the manufacturing stage of the PCF [17]. The drawbacks of these 

methods are time-consuming and expensive, which will limit their wide 

development.      

   Because the splicing problem between PCFs and SMFs is still a major limitation 

which hinders the incorporation of PCFs into conventional fiber systems, it is 

significant important to find a simple and low-cost way to splice different PCFs 

with conventional SMFs. Since fusion splicing is the most mature technology in 

splicing fibers and that commercial fusion splicers are widely used, it will be a 

simple and practical solution to splice SMFs and PCFs. However, fusion splicers are 

mostly reported for use in splicing SMFs and PCFs having similar MFDs, and 

fusion splicers from different companies or different types have different parameter 

sets, therefore the value of the optimized parameters will be limited for splicing 

PCFs with different structures.   

   The micro-hole collapse phenomenon of fusion splicing and its effect on splice 

loss is a new issue which is important to an understanding of the splice loss. In order 

to explore novel splice methods between different types of PCFs and SMFs, a 

systematic investigation needs to be conducted which has not been done so far.  

   In this chapter, we investigate the nature of micro-hole collapse when splicing 

and its effect on splicing loss. Different kinds of PCFs have different micro-hole 

structures, and the properties of heat-induced collapse when splicing are quite 

different. One solution which is suitable for one kind of PCF will fail when applying 

to other kinds of PCF. A detailed study about the effect of micro-hole collapse on 
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the splice loss for different kinds of PCFs is conducted, which explains the physical 

mechanism of the splice loss clearly and visually, and helps us to find the best way 

to splice different PCFs. Also, the optimized parameters corresponding to the status 

of micro-hole collapse are valuable for users in finding the optimized values when 

using other splicers. In this chapter, we provide the guidelines and demonstrate the 

simple techniques for low-loss splicing five different kinds of PCFs with SMFs 

using a conventional fusion splicer. 

3.2  Challenges in splicing PCFs 

The splice loss is generally due to two reasons: one is the mode field mismatch 

between PCFs and SMFs; the other is that the air holes in PCFs may completely 

collapse in the vicinity of the splice joint during the splicing process, which 

significantly increases the coupling loss by destroying the light guiding structure of 

PCF near the joint interface.  

  In this chapter, we investigated the splicing of five different PCFs with 

conventional SMFs. The PCFs are LMA-10, HC-1550-02, LMA-5, NL-3.3-880 and 

PM-1550-01 from Crystal-Fiber A/S, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Fig. 3.1(a) shows 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) micrographs of these PCF cross-sections; Fig. 

3.1(b) shows side views of these PCFs through an optical microscope. We can 

observe the micro-hole channels from the side views, which will be of benefit in 

determining the degree of collapse of the air holes after fusion splicing in our 

experiments. The conventional SMF used in our experiments is SMF-28 from 

Corning. The fiber parameters are listed in Table 3.1. An Ericsson FSU-975 fusion 

splicer was used in the experiments. 
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                (a1)                               (b1) 
 

           
                 (a2)                               (b2)   
 

           
                (a3)                               (b3)  
 

           
                (a4)                               (b4) 
 

           
                (a5)                               (b5)  

 
Figure 3.1 SEM photographs of the cross section of the different PCFs used for the 
experiments: (a1) LMA-10, (a2) HC-1550-02, (a3) LMA-5, (a4) NL-3.3-880, (a5) 
PM-1550-01; Optical microscope image of the side view of corresponding PCFs 
used for the experiments: (b1) LMA-10, (b2) HC-1550-02, (b3) LMA-5, (b4) 
NL-3.3-880, (b5) PM-1550-01. 
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                  Table 3.1 Fiber parameters @ 1550 nm 

Fiber Core 
diameter 

(µm) 

Relative 
hole size 

d/Λ 

Pitch Λ  
(µm) 

MFD (µm) 
 

Numerical 
aperture NA 

LMA-10 10.71 0.46 7.14 8.5 0.14 
HC-1550-02 10.9 >90%* 3.8 7.5 0.12 

LMA-5 4.5 0.44 2.9 4.1 0.23 
NL-3.3-880 3.4 >89%* 3.0 2.2 0.41 
PM-1550-01 

 
— Large hole 

0.97 
Small hole 

0.51 

4.17 Long axis 
3.6 

Short axis 
3.1 

— 

SMF-28 8.3 — — 10.4 0.14 
  * Air filling fraction 
 
 

3.2.1 Collapse of air holes 

When fusion splicing conventional fibers, the fiber tips are heated above the 

softening point and then are pressed together to form a joint. However, when the 

temperature of heated PCFs exceeds the softening point, the surface tension will 

overcome the viscosity and cause the PCF’s cylindrical air holes to collapse. What’s 

more, the softening point of the PCFs is in general lower than that of SMFs because 

PCFs have smaller average solid silica diameter (due to air-silica structures) than 

that of conventional SMFs [9, 10], assuming that the heat absorption coefficient is 

almost the same for PCFs and SMFs. The rate of air hole collapse can be given by 

[11, 18] 

                       
η
γ
2

=collapseV                                (1) 

where γ is the surface tension and η is the viscosity. Surface tension of silica is not 

very sensitive to temperature over the range encountered in splicing, but the 

viscosity of silica decreases sharply with increasing temperature, so the rate of the 
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air holes collapse increases with temperature. If we use the program which is set for 

conventional SMFs, the total arc discharge energy is too high for a PCF so that the 

applied heat will collapse the air holes of the PCF completely at the joint part. This 

causes the splice loss to become very large because the waveguide structure of the 

PCF near the splice joint is destroyed. For the PCFs (LMA-10, LMA-5, NL-3.3-880 

and PM-1550-01), the length of collapse region is about 600 um. As an example, 

Fig. 3.2(a) shows the splicing joint of LMA-10/SMF-28, the dotted circle encloses 

the collapsed region of LMA-10. So the light will expand significantly due to the 

disappearance of the difference between the refractive indices of the core and the 

cladding, thus causing huge splice loss. The splice losses measured were 

respectively 10.73 dB, 20.11 dB, 21.56 dB and 25.78 dB for SMF-28/LMA-10, 

SMF-28/ LMA-5, SMF-28/ NL-3.3-880 and SMF-28/ PM-1550-01 at 1550 nm. In 

the case of SMF-28/ HC-1550-02, the splicing joint could not even be formed 

because of serious collapsing due to excessive heating to HC-1550-02, as shown in 

Fig. 3.2(b). So it is very important to avoid serious collapse of air holes when fusion 

splicing PCFs and SMFs. 

 

           
                              (a) 

           

                                  (b) 

Figure 3.2 Side views of the splicing joint on the screen of FSU-975 splicer using 
the program set for conventional SMFs: (a) LMA-10/SMF-28, the dotted circle 
encloses the collapsed region of LMA-10; (b) HC-1550-02/SMF-28.   

 

3.2.2 Mode field mismatch 
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The butt coupling loss α between a PCF and a SMF in optimal alignment, can be 

approximately expressed by [9, 14].  

                 )
2

log(20 22
SMFPCF

SMFPCF

ωω
ωω

α
+

−=            (2)  

when the mode field distribution of the PCF is approximately Gaussian. 

Where PCFω2  and SMFω2  are respectively the MFDs of the PCF and the SMF. The 

butt coupling loss for light propagating from a SMF to a PCF was experimentally 

measured at 1550 nm. The butt coupling losses of SMF-28/LMA-10, SMF-28/ 

HC-1550-02, SMF-28/ LMA-5, SMF-28/ NL-3.3-880 and SMF-28/ PM-1550-01 

are 0.41 dB, 1.50 dB, 3.62 dB, 8.14 dB and 4.88 dB respectively, which agree well 

with the theoretical estimation given by Eq. (2), i.e., 0.18 dB, 0.46 dB, 3.32 dB, 7.85 

dB and 4.70 dB. The good agreement between the theoretical and the experimental 

results indicates that the loss mechanism is due to the mode mismatch between the 

PCF and the SMF. For PCFs, such as LMA-10 and HC-1550-02, which have similar 

MFDs as the SMFs, low-loss splicing can be achieved when the splice does not alter 

the MFD of the PCF. However, for the small-core PCF having much smaller MFD 

than the SMF, the splice loss is large, even when the air holes are kept intact, 

because of mode field mismatch. 

3.3  The Principle of Low-loss Splicing  

For fusion splicing of PCF/PCF, the PCFs have the same MFD for each other, so the 

splice loss between PCFs will be significantly low when avoiding air holes collapse 

in splicing; For the case of fusion splicing PCF/SMF, to avoid or minimize air hole 

collapse in splicing a PCF and a SMF, an effective way is to choose weaker fusion 

current and shorter fusion time, compared to the parameters of splicing SMF/SMF 

when fusion splicing PCF/SMF. However, suitable arc energy should be obtained to 
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soften the tips of the PCF and the SMF to achieve a good mechanical strength of the 

joint, and at the same time, minimize the collapse of air holes. So there is a tradeoff 

between the splice loss and mechanical strength. Another important parameter is 

“overlap”, which has not been paid much attention in previous research. “Overlap” 

means the overlap distance in which the two fibers are pushed further together 

because they have been softened as compared to when they are merely touched each 

other in butt-coupling. The tip part of the PCF is not softened enough when the arc 

discharge energy is low, so a large overlap may cause bend misalignment when the 

two fibers are pushed together, thus increasing the coupling loss. Therefore, 

choosing a suitable overlap during splicing is also very important.  

   Because the softening point of the PCF is lower than that of the SMF, it’s better 

to introduce a suitable offset [19], as shown in Fig. 3.3(a), between the joint and the 

central axis of the arc discharge, which will cause the arc discharge to affect the tip 

of the PCF weakly as compared with the tip of the SMF. This offset splicing method 

has two advantages: the first one is that it ensures a smaller amount of heat being 

applied to the PCF and thus it is easier to control the collapse of the air holes. The 

other is that it can balance the melting status by applying more heat to the SMF 

because the SMF in general has higher softening point than the PCF as mentioned 

above.  
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Figure 3.3 (a) splicing a SMF to a PCF with an offset of the joint to the central axis 
of arc discharge; (b) splicing a SMF to a PCF having the same MFD; (c) splicing a 
SMF to a small-core PCF with an intermediate fiber; (d) splicing a SMF to a 
small-core PCF with an optimum mode field match at the interface.   

 

   For fusion splicing SMFs and PCFs having similar MFDs, a low-loss joint with 

good mechanical strength can be formed by choosing a suitably weak fusion current, 

short fusion time, offset and overlap to minimize the collapse of air holes and well 

melt two fibers together, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b). However, for splicing small-core 

PCFs and SMFs, mode field mismatch can cause large splice loss even when the air 

holes do not collapse. It is generally the practice to use an intermediate fiber as a 

bridge section between the two fibers to decrease the splice loss. Here we will use a 

small-core fiber as an intermediate fiber, which will match the mode field of the 

small-core PCF when the core of the intermediate fiber is not expanded, and make a 

match with the SMF when the core is thermally treated to expand so as to have the 
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same MFD of the SMF, as shown in Fig. 3.3(c). Another simpler solution is to 

control the degree of the air hole collapse to realize low-loss splicing between a 

small-core PCF and a SMF without any intermediate fiber by repeated arc 

discharges. The principle of the method is to control the collapse of the air holes of 

the PCF gradually using a fusion splicer to obtain an enlarged mode field at the 

interface of the PCF that matches the mode field of the SMF, and at the same time, 

to optimize the rate of hole collapse in the PCF to achieve an adiabatic mode field 

variation in the longitudinal direction to reduce the transition loss. To gradually 

collapse the holes in the PCF, repeated weak arc discharges with a short duration 

after an initial arc discharge are applied over the splice joint to achieve the optimum 

mode field match between the PCF and the SMF at the splice interface, as shown in 

Fig. 3.3(d). However, for small-core PCFs with high air-filling fraction, the mode 

field will not expand even when the air holes collapse, so this method cannot be 

used in this kind of small-core PCF, and we have to use an intermediate fiber to 

decrease the splice loss. We provide a detailed analysis of the various techniques in 

the next sections. 

3.4  Fusion splicing PCF/PCF experiment 

In our experiment, the PCF we chose to splice each other was LMA-10. To 

accurately measure the splice loss, we set the experiment as follows: first, two ends 

of a PCF LMA-10 with a length of about 1.5 meters were spliced to SMF-28 fibers, 

and the transmission power was recorded as a reference; secondly, the PCF LMA-10 

was cleaved at the middle part and then the two cleaved ends were spliced to each 

other, and then the transmission power was measured again. The difference of the 

two measurements was taken as the PCF-PCF splice loss. To avoid air hole collapse, 

we chose the weak fusion current and short fusion time. The PCF was cleaved using 
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a Furukawa S324 cleaver. The possibility of high quality cleaving (a flat end-face of 

PCF) is above 90%. Because the tip of the PCF is not totally softened during 

splicing, any defect (such as large cleave angle) will cause extra splice loss and 

make the joint fragile, so the PCF with a flat end-face must be chosen. It should be 

mentioned that in practical handling the PCF cannot be cleaned with solvents after 

cleaving because the solvent will seep into the air holes of the PCF by capillary 

action, thus changing the light guiding properties, which will result in huge splice 

loss.   

   To compare the parameters-set of PCF/PCF splicing with that of conventional 

SMF/SMF splicing, we first give the typical parameters of an Ericsson FSU-975 

fusion splicer set for splicing two conventional SMFs. The parameters are: gap 50 

µm, overlap 10 µm, prefusion time 0.2 s, prefusion current 10.0 mA; fusion time 

one 0.3 s, fusion current one 10.5 mA; fusion time two 2.0 s, fusion current two 

16.3 mA; fusion time three 2.0 s, fusion current three 12.5 mA; the center position is 

255. During prefusion the fibers are cleared of some dirt on the fiber surface by low 

level heating, prefusion time and current are the duration and magnitude of 

discharge current applied to the electrodes when the two fibers are cleared by low 

level heating before splicing. The main fusion process is fusion time two and fusion 

current two, which are the duration and magnitude of discharge current applied to 

the electrodes when the two fiber ends are pushed together. Fusion time one and 

fusion current one are the duration and magnitude of discharge current applied to 

the electrodes to soften the fiber ends before the ends are pushed together. Fusion 

time three and fusion current three are to anneal the fusion joint. To avoid applying 

excess energy and easily perform discharge tests, we set the fusion time one and 

three to zero, and then set fusion time two to 0.3 s and fusion current two to 9.5 mA. 
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The prefusion current and overlap were set to 5.0 mA and 5 µm, respectively. The 

other parameters are chosen to be the same as the parameters for splicing 

conventional fibers, and then the PCFs are aligned and spliced by the splicer 

automatically. The smallest splice loss (0.11 dB) was achieved and the 

corresponding splicing joint is shown in Fig. 3.4.  

          

Figure 3.4 Optical microscopy image of the fusion joint of LMA-10/LMA-10 when 
the splice loss is 0.11 dB.   
 

   We cannot observe any visible difference of air hole structures between the 

spliced region of the LMA-10 and the region of far away from the splice joint, so 

the collapse of air holes can be avoided, and the corresponding splicing joint has 

good mechanical strength and can be bent in a circle with the radius of about 1.3 cm 

before breaking. Five splices were done that yielded an average splice loss of 0.17 

dB with a standard deviation of 0.04 dB. 

3.5  Low-loss fusion splicing SMF/PCF experiments 

In this section, we investigated low-loss fusion splicing different PCFs with SMF-28 

experimentally. First, the power of the 1550 nm source at the output of a SMF-28 

fiber was measured, and then the PCF with one end coupled to a power meter was 

spliced to the SMF-28 fiber to detect the coupling power, and then the un-spliced 

end of the PCF was subsequently spliced to another SMF-28 fiber in the same 

condition and the output power was again measured to observe splice reciprocity.  

   In our experiments, to investigate the effect of arc discharge and easily perform 
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discharge tests, we set the fusion time one and three to zero and then set fusion time 

two to 0.3s and varied fusion current two. The prefusion current was set to 5.0 mA 

instead of 10 mA to avoid any heat collapse of the holes of the PCF before fusion 

splicing. We set the center position to 205, corresponding to an offset distance of 50 

µm. We chose suitable overlap for different PCFs during fusion splicing. The other 

parameters are chosen to be the same as the parameters for splicing conventional 

fibers, and then the two fibers are aligned and spliced by the splicer automatically. 

3.5.1 Splicing SMF to Solid-core PCF with Similar MFDs 

The PCF LMA-10 and SMF-28 having similar MFDs were chosen to perform 

splicing experiments. We set overlap to 5 µm, the fusion current time to 0.3 s and 

varied the fusion current from 9 mA to 14 mA with a step of 1 mA. The results are 

shown in Fig. 3.5.  

        

Figure 3.5 The splice losses of SMF-28/LMA-10 as a function of the fusion current 
when the fusion time is fixed at 0.3s. The offset and overlap are respectively 50 µm 
and 5 µm.  
 

The splice losses are less than 0.4 dB when the fusion current is in the range of 10 

mA to 13 mA, they are respectively 0.36 dB, 0.31 dB, 0.19 dB and 0.23 dB for 

fusion currents of 10 mA, 11 mA, 12 mA and 13 mA; the corresponding splicing 
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joints have good mechanical strength and can be bent in a circle with the radii of 

about 6 cm, 4 cm, 1.8 cm and 1 cm respectively before breaking. The smallest splice 

loss (0.19 dB) was achieved when the fusion current was 12 mA; the corresponding 

splicing joint is shown in Fig. 3.6.  

        

 
Figure 3.6 Optical microscopy image of the fusion joint of LMA-10/SMF-28 when 
the splice loss is 0.19 dB.   

 

   We can observe that there is no visible difference of air hole structures between 

the spliced region of the LMA-10 and the region of far away from the splice joint, 

which means that a low-loss splicing joint was formed because air hole collapse was 

largely avoided. Statistically, ten splices were done that yielded an average splice 

loss of 0.32 dB with a standard deviation of 0.07 dB. The splice loss from LMA-10 

to SMF-28 was 0.30 dB. The loss difference in two opposite directions is within the 

deviation, thus the splice is optical reciprocal. 

3.5.2 Splicing SMF to hollow-core PCF with similar MFDs 

Low-loss fusion splicing between a hollow-core PCF (also named PBG fiber) and a 

SMF is more difficult [ 12-14] and only one paper [14] provided the details on the 

fusion process and fusion parameters recently. Here, we first investigated the effect 

of the fusion current on the collapse of the air holes of a hollow-core PCF, and then 

measured the splice loss for different values of fusion current. 

  The hollow-core PCF HC-1550-02 and SMF-28 having similar MFDs were 

chosen to perform the experiments. Because the hollow-core PCF reaches softening 
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point more readily and its central region caves in [12] due to surface tension, we set 

overlap 10 µm to obtain good mechanical strength when fusion splicing. We fixed 

fusion time to 0.3 s and changed the fusion current from 9 mA to 11.5 mA in steps 

of 0.5 mA. By withdrawing the SMF-28 just before the start of the arc discharge, the 

tip of the HC-1550-02 was not spliced to the SMF-28 but heated by the arc 

discharge, so we could check the degree of air collapse. Fig. 3.7 shows the SEM 

images of the end face of HC-1550-02 when the fiber was subjected to an arc 

discharge from various fusion currents.  

        
(a) (b)  

 

        
(c)                                      (d) 
 

        
               (e)                                     (f) 
 

Figure 3.7 End views of the HC-1550-02 with different fusion current when the 
fusion time was fixed at 0.3 s, the offset was fixed at 50 µm: (a) 9 mA, (b) 9.5 mA, 
(c) 10 mA, (d) 10.5 mA, (e) 11 mA, (f) 11.5 mA. 
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   We can observe that the collapse of the cladding holes increases with the 

increase of the fusion current. Because of the high air-filling fraction of the air-silica 

cladding, there is a thermal gradient when the heat transfers from the solid silica 

ring cladding to the center of the holey region. When the fusion current is 9 mA, 

only the first outer air holes collapse partially; when the fusion current is increased 

to 10 mA, two outer air holes collapse; fusion current 11 mA and 11.5 mA 

correspond to the collapse of three and four outer air holes respectively. The surface 

tension also makes the central air-silica region cave in and the degree of the recess 

of the end part of the PCF increases with the increase of the fusion current. The 

splice loss was increased when the fusion current increased from 9 mA to 11.5 mA, 

as shown in Fig. 3.8. 

        

Figure 3.8 The splice losses of SMF-28/HC-1550-02 measured versus the fusion 
current with the fixed fusion time 0.3s. The offset and overlap are respectively 50 
µm and 10 µm. 

 

   The increasing splice loss with the fusion current is due to two reasons: one is 

that distorting the periodic air-silica cladding structure will increase the confine loss 

at the splice joint, the other is that the increasing recess which created an air gap 
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between two fiber cores will increase the coupling loss because the light coming out 

from the SMF will expand quickly when there is an air gap. The lowest splice loss 

(1.45 dB) was achieved when the fusion current was 9 mA, the corresponding 

splicing joint, which is shown in Fig. 3.9, had good mechanical strength and could 

be bent to a radius of about 2.5 cm before breaking. The splicing result is of the 

same order of the best result reported [14] and only need one arc discharge. From 

Fig. 3.9, we cannot observe visible collapse when we compare the spliced and 

un-spliced region of the PCF. Thus, we have demonstrated that low-loss splicing 

between hollow-core PCF and SMF can be achieved even with a single arc 

discharge when we choose suitable parameters. Ten splices were done using the 

above method that yielded an average splice loss of 1.87 dB with a standard 

deviation of 0.18 dB in the range of 1.45 dB ~ 2.01 dB. The splice loss from 

HC-1550-02 to SMF-28 was 2.48 dB, thus the difference of the splice losses in two 

opposite directions is significant large. It is because the higher order modes were 

excited in the HC-1550-02 which can not couple well to the SMF-28 [14]. 

    

Figure 3.9 Optical microscopy image of the fusion joint of HC-1550-02/SMF-28 
with the splice loss of 1.45 dB. 

 

3.5.3 Splicing SMF to small-core PCF with low-air filling fraction 

In Ref. [20], Frazão et al. achieved low-loss splicing between a small-core PCF 

(NL- 2.3-1555) and SMF-28 using a fusion splicer. However, the authors did not 

give a proper explanation about the results because low-loss splicing cannot be 
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achieved due to mode field mismatch when the air holes of small-core PCF are not 

collapsed, as explained earlier. 

   In our experiments, the small-core PCF we chose to splice to SMF-28 was 

LMA-5. It has a pitch of 2.9 µm and relative hole size of 0.44. Because the total 

silica area of the PCF remains constant during air hole collapse, we can obtain the 

approximate relation [21]:  
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where 0Λ and 0d  are the initial values of pitch and air hole diameter, and Λ and 

d  are the values of pitch and air hole diameter after collapsing. When air holes 

collapse, the pitch decreases with the decrease of the relative hole size according to 

Eq. (3). The MFD can be calculated by finite element method [22-23]. It increases 

with the decrease of relative hole size, as shown in Fig. 3.10, the corresponding 

intensity distributions are shown in Fig. 3.11.  

         

Figure 3.10 The mode field diameter (MFD) of PCF LMA-5 as a function of the 
relative hole size (d/Λ).   
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The initial MFD is 4.1 µm at the wavelength of 1550 nm; it increases to 4.5 µm 

when d/Λ decreases to from 0.44 to 0.36, and it reaches 10.1 µm when d/Λ is 0.2, 

which has a perfect MFD match with the conventional SMF, as shown in Fig. 

3.11(c). However, when the air holes collapse further and d/Λ decreases more, such 

as 0.12, the mode field of LMA-5 expands dramatically to be 19.8 µm, as shown in 

Fig. 3.11(d), which will cause large mode mismatching loss again.  

 

       

                 (a)                               (b)  

     

                (c)                               (d) 

Figure 3.11 Contour plots of intensity distribution of the PCF LMA-5 with different 
relative hole size: (a) 0.44 (b) 0.36 (c) 0.20 (d) 0.12 at 1.55 µm.  

  

   The theoretical splice loss between LMA-5 with various relative hole size and 

SMF-28 can be calculated according to Eq. (2). The minimum theoretical splice loss 
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can be as low as 0.003 dB when d/Λ is 0.2, as shown in Fig. 3.12. However, the 

main experimental challenge is how to control the rate of air hole collapse and 

obtain the optimum air-hole size. Our method is to control the collapse of the air 

holes of the PCF gradually using a fusion splicer to obtain an enlarged mode field at 

the interface of the PCF that matches the mode field of the SMF. To achieve the 

optimum mode field match between the PCF and the SMF at the splice interface, 

repeated weak arc discharges with a short duration after an initial arc discharge are 

applied over the splice joint to gradually collapse the holes in the PCF, as mentioned 

in section 3.3.   

          

Figure 3.12 Theoretical splice loss of SMF-28/LMA-5 as a function of relative hole 
size (d/Λ). 

 

   Another important problem is how to achieve an adiabatic mode field variation 

in the longitudinal direction to reduce the transition loss, as shown in Fig. 3.3 (d). 

Fig. 3.13 illustrates the temperature distribution near the end of the small-core PCF 

during fusion splicing. The temperature decreases gradually along the fiber axis 

away from the splicing joint [18], which will cause an adiabatic air-hole collapse 

along the longitudinal direction of the small-core PCF, so an adiabatic mode field 
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enlargement toward the splice interface can be formed. 

      

Figure 3.13 The temperature distribution field along the longitudinal direction of 
the small core PCF when fusion splicing.  

 

After introducing the detailed mechanism of low-loss splicing of SMF-28/LMA-5, 

we investigated low-loss fusion splicing them experimentally. We set overlap 1 µm, 

the offset 50 µm and fixed fusion time at 0.3 s. To illustrate the degree of air hole 

collapse, we firstly observed the end face of the LMA-5 by SEM after various 

arc-discharges. The fusion current used was 10.0 mA. By withdrawing the SMF just 

before the start of the arc discharge (the method we mentioned above), we can 

observe the collapse of the end face of the PCF as a result of the arc discharge. We 

applied repeatedly arc discharges with the same power to heat the LMA-5. Figs. 

3.14(a), (b), (c) and (d) show the SEM images of the LMA-5 end face after 

respectively 2, 5, 7 and 9 discharges; the time gap between two consecutive 

discharges is 2s. 
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                   (a)                                   (b) 
 

        
                    (c)                                 (d) 
 

Figure 3.14 End views of the LMA-5 after (a) 2, (b) 5, (c) 7 and (d) 9 discharges. 
The fusion time, current, and offset are respectively 0.3s, 10 mA and 50 µm.  

 

   We observed that the average hole diameter was 0.83 µm when the number of 

arc discharges was 2, the holes shrunk to 0.70 µm and 0.24 µm after 5 and 7 

discharges, and almost all the holes are closed after 9 discharges. We found that the 

micro-hole collapse of LMA-5 was quite different from the collapse of HC-1550-02. 

All the holes shrunk at the same rate and there was almost no recess in the air-silica 

region. This is because heat can transfer quickly in the low air-filling fraction 

air-silica structure, thus no significant thermal gradient exists in the PCF’s cross 

section. And because the solid silica part, from which most of the air-silica cladding 

is made of, can sustain the air-silica structure when the air holes shrink, the end 

surface of the PCF will not cave in when exposed to heat during splicing. 

   We then performed fusion splicing between LMA-5 and SMF-28. It should be 

mentioned that the collapse of holes is expected, for the same number of discharges, 

to be slower during the actually splicing process. This is because more heat will 
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apply to the end of the LMA-5 due to the exposure of the end face when they are 

not fused together. The splicing losses measured at 1550 nm, for light propagating 

from SMF-28 to LMA-5, as functions of the number of discharges and the fusion 

current, are shown in Fig. 3.15.  

       

Figure 3.15 The splice losses of SMF-28/LMA-5 as a function of the number of arc 
discharges with fusion current as a parameter. The fusion time, offset and overlap 
are respectively 0.3s, 50 µm and 1 µm.  

 

   The splicing loss, after a single discharge, are respectively 3.38 dB, 3.19 dB, and 

2.77 dB for fusion currents of 9.5 mA, 10 mA, and 11 mA. The single discharge 

splice loss for 11 mA fusion current is considerably lower than the theoretical value 

(3.32 dB). This is because of the hole-collapse induced by the relatively larger 

current, which enlarges the mode field area and make it matches more to that of the 

SMF. The splice loss obtained from a single discharge cannot be further reduced if 

we use a fusion current greater than 11 mA. It is because we find that the microholes 

of small-core PCF LMA-5 collapse significantly when the fusion current is larger 

than 11 mA. However, it is difficult to achieve optimal hole-collapse and hence 

minimum splice loss. It would be much easier to apply repeated weak discharges 
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and to optimize the splice loss by controlling the number of discharges. It can be 

seen from Fig. 3.15 that, for fusion currents of 9.5 mA, 10.0 mA and 11 mA, the 

minimum splice loss of 1.1 dB, 0.9 dB and 1.8 dB can be obtained after 23, 13 and 4 

arc discharges. We can find that the plots in Fig. 3.15 show different minimum 

values. It is because the degree of optimized hole-collapse is different, then the 

degree of mode-matching is different when we use various fusion current and times 

of arc discharge. Fig. 3.16 shows that the side views of the splicing joints with 10.0 

mA discharge current after 1, 13 and 21 times of discharges.  

 

           
                                 (a) 
 

           
                                 (b) 
 

           
                                 (c) 
 
 
 

Figure 3.16 Side views on the screen of FSU-975 splicer of the splicing joints 
between LMA-5 and SMF-28 fibers after (a) 1, (b) 13, (c) 21 discharges. The 
fusion time, current and the offset distance are respectively 0.3 s, 10 mA and 50 
µm. 

 

   In Fig. 3.16(a), the hole-collapse is minimal and the splice loss is large (3.19 dB) 

due to the mode field mismatch. In Fig. 3.16(b), the holes of the PCF collapse to 

certain degree that enlarges the mode field in the PCF and optimizes the mode field 

match between the two fibers and hence minimizes the splicing loss (0.9 dB). In Fig. 

3.16(c), the holes are collapsed significantly, which makes the mode field area in 
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PCF larger than that of the SMF and hence increases the splice loss. As expected, 

the number of arc discharges required to reach the minimum splicing loss was 

reduced when using a larger fusion current because the degree of air hole collapse 

increases with the increase of the heating power. The use of a smaller fusion current 

is easier to achieve the minimum splicing loss by controlling the step of collapsing 

more precisely. Fig. 3.17 shows optical microscopy image of the splicing joint with 

10.0 mA discharge current after 13 discharges. We can observe clearly that the holes 

of the LMA-5 have collapsed gradually to a certain degree, resulting in an enlarged 

mode field in the PCF which optimized the mode field match between the two fibers 

and hence minimized the splice loss. The minimum experimental loss (0.9 dB) 

obtained may be caused by non-perfect mode field mismatch at the PCF/SMF 

interface and by the mode field expansion (transition) loss in the gradual 

hole-collapsing part of the small-core PCFs. Because of the short transition length 

as can be observed from the side views of the collapse part in Fig. 3.16(b) and Fig. 

3.17, the mode field transition loss may not be neglected. We believe the splicing 

loss should be further reduced by optimizing the transition length through the use of 

a wider electrode gap as has been used in splicing the SMF and the small-core 

Er-doped fiber [24]. 

         

Figure 3.17 Optical microscopy image of the fusion joint of LMA-5/SMF-28 with 
the splice loss 0.90 dB. 

 

   Five splices were done and the measured loss was in the range of 0.90 ~ 1.41 dB 
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that yielded an average splice loss of 1.14 dB with a standard deviation of 0.18 dB. 

The splice loss from LMA-5 to SMF-28 was 1.09 dB, which proved it has good 

splice reciprocity. The mechanical strength was not very good: the bending radius 

was about 10 cm before the fibers broke when the overlap was 1 µm. However, the 

splicing joint can be bent in a circle with a minimum radius of about 2 cm before 

breaking when the overlap changed to 3 µm, with the splice loss still being 

approximately the same.  

   The same method was used to splice SMF-28/NL-1550-POS-1, as shown in Fig. 

3.18. The NL-1550-POS-1 has an average core diameter of about 2.1 µm. The MFD 

and NA of the NL-1550-POS-1 are about 2.8 µm and 0.4 at 1550 nm. 

            

                    (a)                             (b) 

Figure 3.18 (a) SEM photographs of the cross section and (b) optical microscope 
image of the side view of NL-1550-POS-1. 

 

The butt-coupling loss of SMF-28/ NL-1550-POS-1 is 6.30 dB, which agrees well 

with the theoretical estimation given by Eq. (2), i.e., 5.98 dB. The minimum splice 

loss was significantly less than the butt-coupling loss; the results are shown in Fig. 

3.19. For splicing SMF-28/NL-1550-POS-1 (Fig. 3.19), when the fusion currents 

were 9.5 mA and 10.0 mA, the minimum splicing losses of 1.20 dB and 1.75 dB 

were obtained after 33 and 8 discharges, respectively. The splicing joint for a loss of 

1.20 dB is shown in Fig. 3.20. We can observe clearly the difference of the PCF 

structure in the region near and away from the splice.  
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Figure 3.19 The splicing losses of SMF-28/NL-1550-POS-1 as a function of the 
number of arc discharges with fusion current as a parameter. The fusion time, offset 
and overlap are respectively 0.3s, 50 µm and 3 µm.  
    

         

Figure 3.20 Optical microscopy image of the fusion joint of NL-1550-POS-1 and 
SMF-28 with the splice loss 1.20 dB. 

 

   Five splices were done when the fusion current was 9.5 mA that yielded an 

average splice loss of 1.61 dB with a standard deviation of 0.37 dB. The splicing 

joint can be bent in a circle with a minimum radius of about 2 cm when the overlap 

is 3 µm. For fusion current of 10.5 mA and 11 mA, the minimum splicing losses 

(2.41 dB and 3.80 dB) occurred after the first discharge; further discharges 

increased the splicing loss. The standard deviation of experimental losses of the 

splicing between SMF-28/NL-1550-POS-1 was larger than that of SMF-28/LMA-5. 

This might be caused by the aberration of the transverse alignment because the 

smaller core is more sensitive to misalignment when the two fibers are aligned and 
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spliced automatically.  

   The small-core PCFs we successfully tested have low air-filling fraction 

cladding, and thus the guiding mode of this kind of small-core PCFs pervades into 

the air-silica cladding, hence the MFD is generally larger than the diameter of the 

solid core. When the micro-holes shrink, the guiding mode can expand and the end 

surface of the collapsed PCF keeps flat, which contributes to the low-loss splice of 

this kind of PCF to the SMF. However, this method cannot be used to improve the 

coupling efficiency between the SMF and the small-core PCF with high air-filling 

fraction, as will be discussed in the next part. 

3.5.4 Splicing SMF to small-core PCF with high-air filling fraction 

The small-core PCF with high air-filling fraction generally has about 90% air-filling 

ratio in the air-silica cladding region. For this kind of small-core PCF, the function 

of the air-silica cladding is to support the extremely small silica core with a very 

low refractive index (just over 1) medium. The optical properties of the core closely 

resemble those of a glass micro-rod suspended in the air, resulting in strong 

confinement of the light and a large nonlinear coefficient. The MFD of this kind of 

small-core PCF is generally smaller than the diameter of the core. The small-core 

PCF we chose in our experiment was NL-3.3-880.  

  To explore the micro-hole collapse property of this kind of small-core PCF, the 

same method as in 3.5.2 section (withdraw the SMF before the start of arc discharge) 

was used. Fig. 3.21 shows the end views of NL-3.3-880 when the fiber was 

subjected to an arc discharge from 12 mA to 14.5 mA.  
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                   (a)                                 (b) 

        

                   (c)                                 (d) 

Figure 3.21 End views of the NL-3.3-880 with different fusion current when the 
fusion time was fixed at 0.3 s, the offset was fixed at 50 µm: (a) 12 mA, (b) 13 mA, 
(c) 14 mA, (d) 14.5 mA. 
 

   We can observe that the collapse of the cladding holes of NL-3.3-880 is similar 

to that of the hollow-core PCF. When the fusion current is 14 mA, two outer air 

holes collapse totally but three inner air holes are still open, as shown in Fig. 3.21(c). 

The guiding light is still strongly confined to the small-core by the inner six holes 

around the core, rather than pervades into the air-silica cladding. This does not give 

rise to an increase in the MFD of the PCF, thus the partial collapse of air holes in 

this kind of small-core PCF does not improve the coupling efficiency. Furthermore, 

the central part of the small-core PCF caves in when air holes collapse because of 

the high air-filling fraction of the air-silica cladding. Consequently, just like the 

hollow-core PCF, the air gap between the two fibers gives rise to an increase in the 

splice loss due to the cave-in. When the fusion current increases to 14.5 mA, the 

inner air holes shrink to about 0.4 µm, as shown in Fig. 3. 21(d). At this time, the 

mode field expands, however, the degree of recess also increases, so it is hard to 
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judge whether the partial collapse can be of benefit to the coupling efficiency. The 

experiments, by repeated arc discharges, were then done, as shown in Fig. 3.22. The 

splice losses increased with the number of arc discharges, which proves that the 

partial collapse of air holes cannot improve the coupling efficiency and the recess of 

the end face of the PCF increases the coupling loss. After eleven arc discharges with 

a fusion current of 13 mA, the splice loss increased from 8.58 dB to 10.74 dB. As 

shown in Fig. 3.23, the recess part of the PCF is clearly visible from the side view. 

         

Figure 3.22 The splice losses of SMF-28/NL-3.3-880 as a function of the number 
of arc discharges with fusion current as a parameter. The fusion time, offset and 
overlap are respectively 0.3s, 50 µm and 5 µm. 
 
 
 
 

         

Figure 3.23 Optical microscopy images of the fusion joints of NL-3.3-880/SMF-28 
with the splice loss 10.74 dB.  
 

   Because partial collapse cannot be used to splice the small-core PCF with high 
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air-filling fraction to the conventional SMF, another method using an intermediate 

fiber to solve the mode mismatch problem should be utilized, as mentioned in 

section 3.3. Here we use the fiber UHNA3 from Nufern company as an intermediate 

fiber. The MFD and NA of UHNA3 at 1550 nm are about 4.1 µm and 0.35. The 

theoretical losses of UHNA3/SMF-28 and UHNA3/NL-3.3-880 are about 3.32 dB 

and 1.58 dB respectively according to Eq. (2). UHNA3 has a thermally expanded 

core (TEC), thus making it possible for the mode field to expand, so that it matches 

the mode field of SMF-28 when suitable heating is applied by the fusion splicer. 

TEC technology for conventional mode mismatch fibers such as erbium-doped 

fibers has been widely used and the fusion splicer has the splice parameter set for 

this operation. We used Program 06 of Ericsson FSU-975 to splice SMF-28 to 

UHNA3 to achieve a splice loss of about 0.60 dB, and then we spliced UHNA3 to 

NL-3.3-880 without collapsing the air holes, using the same method described in as 

section 3.5.1. The splice joint of UHNA3/NL-3.3-880 is shown in Fig. 3.22, 

corresponding to a loss of about 1.93 dB, which is a little larger than the 

butt-coupling loss. We can conclude that the total splice loss can decrease to about 

2.53 dB using an intermediate fiber. 

 

    

Figure 3.24 Optical microscopy images of the fusion joints of NL-3.3-880/UHNA3 
with the splice loss 1.93 dB. 
 

3.5.5 Splicing SMF to polarization maintaining PCF 
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Polarization maintaining PCF we used in our experiments was PM-1550-01, which 

has different micro-hole sizes in two perpendicular transverse directions. Because 

the air-filling fraction of PM-1550-01 is not high, the nature of its hole collapse is 

similar to the small-core PCF with low air-filling fraction, so partial collapse of air 

holes can increase the coupling efficiency when the MFD of PM-PCF is smaller 

than that of the conventional fiber. However, because the rate of hole collapse is 

almost same and the size of micro-holes is rather different, the larger holes still open 

when the small holes collapse to close, as shown in Fig. 3.25. 

    

              (a)                                   (b) 

Figure 3.25 End views of the PM-1550-01 with different fusion current when the     
fusion time was fixed at 0.3 s, the offset was fixed at 50 µm: (a) 12 mA, (b) 13 mA. 
 

 

Figure 3.26 The splice losses of SMF-28/PM-1550-01 as a function of the number 
of arc discharges with fusion current as a parameter. The fusion time, offset and 
overlap are respectively 0.3s, 50 µm and 5 µm. 
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Fig. 3.25 shows the end views of PCF-1550-01 when the fusion currents are 12 mA 

and 13 mA. So the expanded mode field in two perpendicular transverse directions 

will more different, which will limit the improvement of the coupling efficiency 

between PM-1550-01 and SMF-28 when repeated weak arc discharges are applied. 

For splicing SMF-28/PM-1550-01 (Fig. 3.26), when the fusion currents were 10 mA 

and 11 mA, the minimum splice loss of 2.08 dB and 2.03 dB were obtained after 18 

and 5 discharges, respectively. The splice loss from PM-1550-01 to SMF-28 in the 

same condition was about 1.80 dB, which is almost splice reciprocity. When the 

fusion current was 12 mA, the minimum splice loss was 2.41 dB after the first 

discharge; further discharges increased the splice loss. The structure of the splicing 

joint when the loss is 2.03 dB is shown in Fig. 3.27. We can observe that the air 

holes collapse gradually toward the splicing interface, as we expected. When we set 

overlap 5 µm, five splices were done when the fusion current was 11 mA that 

yielded an average splice loss of 2.22 dB with a standard deviation of 0.22 dB, and 

the splicing joint can be bent in a circle of about 1.5 cm before breaking. The splice 

loss decreased significantly compared with the splice loss when butt-coupled. 

However, the experimental loss of SMF-28/PM-1550-01 was larger than that of 

SMF-28/LMA-5. This is because the mode field shape difference between 

PM-1550-01 and SMF-28 will lead to extra loss in addition to the transition loss. 

         

Figure 3.27 Optical microscopy image of the fusion joint of PM-1550-01/SMF-28 
with the splice loss 2.03 dB.  
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3.6  Summary 

In conclusion, we have investigated the micro-hole collapse property of five 

different kinds of PCFs by observing the side views of PCFs using optical 

microscopy and the end views of PCFs using scanning electron microscopy after 

splicing. The physical mechanism of the splice loss was studied in detail and then 

different methods were proposed according to the different structure of PCFs to 

achieve low-loss splicing. A precise alignment and proper heat energy being applied 

to the joint of PCF/SMF is the key in achieving low-loss splicing, so changing the 

fusion current or changing the fusion time in a suitable range can lead to optimum 

results. For the splicing between PCFs, and between the PCF and the SMF having 

similar MFDs, low-loss splicing can be achieved by minimizing the collapse of air 

holes of the PCF. For the small-core PCF with low air-filling fraction, including the 

PM-PCF, low-loss splicing can be achieved by applying repeated arc discharges 

over the splicing joint to gradually collapse the air holes of the small-core PCF. For 

the small-core PCF with high air-filling fraction, an intermediate fiber should be 

used to decrease the splice loss. We have demonstrated the low-loss splice of these 

different PCFs with conventional SMFs. The optimized splice results and splice 

parameters are listed in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. We believe the results can 

be further improved by using a fusion splicer which has higher precision in 

alignment and in controlling fusion energy. The experimental results prove that 

fusion splicing is a simple and practical solution to solve the coupling problem 

between PCFs and SMFs, which will benefit the development of different PCF 

devices and sensors for practical applications. 
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      Table 2. Comparison of connection losses from SMF to different PCFs  

 
 
   Table 3. The optimized parameters of splicing SMF28 to different fibers 

 
Fiber  Splice parameters 

SMF-28 LMA-10 HC-1550-02 LMA-5 PM-1550-01
Prefusion time 0.2 s 0.2 s 0.2 s 0.2 s 0.2 s 

Prefusion current 10 mA 5 mA 5 mA 5 mA 5 mA 

Gap 50 µm 50 µm 50 µm 50 µm 50 µm 

Overlap 10 µm 5 µm 10 µm 3 µm 5 µm 

Fusion time one 0.3 s 0 0 0 0 

Fusion current one 10.5 mA — — — — 

fusion time two 2.0 s 0.3 s 0.3 s 0.3 s 0.3 s 

fusion current two 16.3 mA 12 mA 9 mA 10 mA 11 mA 

fusion time three 2.0 s 0 0 0 0 

fusion current three 12.5 mA — — — — 

Center position 255 205 205 205 205 

Number of repeated 
discharges 

— — — 13 5 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Splice type 
 

Theoretical 
estimation loss (dB) 

Butt-coupling loss 
(dB) 

Optimized splice 
loss (dB) 

SMF-28/LMA-10 0.18 0.41 0.19 

SMF-28/HC-1550-02 0.46 1.50 1.45 

SMF-28/LMA-5 3.32 3.62 0.90 

SMF-28/NL-3.3-880 7.85 8.14 2.53 

SMF-28/PM-1550-01 4.70 4.88 2.03 
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Chapter 4  

 

 

Microtips for optical coupling to PCFs 

 
 
4.1  Introduction 

Fusion splicing provides a simple and practical way for low-loss connection of 

PCFs with SMFs. Important advantages of fusion splicing over free-space-coupling 

include robust alignment, lower reflectance and ultra-compactness; moreover, 

fusion splicing creates a hermetical seal at the ends of PCFs which prevents 

moisture or other contaminants from entering the holes, and fusion splicing offers 

an all-glass optical path that is robust during high power operation [1]. However, in 

some applications such as gas or liquid sensing using PCFs [2-5], it is preferred to 

use free-space-coupling to keep the holes of PCFs open to allow efficient gas 

diffusion from environment into the hole-columns. Free-space coupling requires the 

use and alignment of lenses to achieve good coupling efficiency. The experimental 

coupling efficiency of small-core PCFs is generally about 50% using conventional 

bulky lens system [6, 7], which makes the fiber connection bulky and expensive in 

practical applications. In this chapter, we demonstrate the use of a photopolymer 

micro-tip directly grown on a SMF to achieve efficient coupling between small-core 

PCFs and SMFs, while still keeping the holes of the PCFs open, which can allow 
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gas species to get into the hole-columns. This compact and efficient butt-coupling 

method is particularly suitable for PCF gas sensor applications. 

4.2  Method of fabricating photopolymer microtips 

Bachelot et al. [8, 9] first introduced the method of self-growing photopolymer 

micro-tips at the end of fibers. The photopolymerizable formulation is made of three 

basic components: a sensitizer dye, an amine cosynergist, and a multifunctional 

acrylate monomer. As shown in Fig. 4.1, eosin Y (2’, 4’, 5’, 7’-tetrabromofluorescein 

disodium salt) is used as the sensitizer dye; methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) is used 

as the cosynergist; and pentaerythritol triacrylate (PETIA) is used as the 

multifunctional acrylate monomer, which forms the backbone of the polymer 

network. The formulation system is developed mainly because of its high sensitivity 

in the spectral region from 450 nm to 550 nm (maximum at 530 nm), which is 

particularly suitable for argon laser (514 nm) and green He-Ne laser (543.5 nm). In 

addition, this liquid system is very flexible, which makes it possible to modify the 

components independently to adjust the physical and chemical properties of the 

formulation, such as viscosity, spectral sensitivity, and polymerization threshold 

energy and so on; and the liquid formulation can be washed out easily with a solvent 

such as methanol or ethanol.  

 

           

           (a)                       (b)                      (c) 

Figure 4.1 Chemical structures of (a) eosin Y, (b) methyldiethanolamine, and (c) 
pentaerythritol triacrylate.  
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   The liquid formulation is a mixture containing 0.5% in weight of eosin Y, 8% in 

weight of MDEA and 91.5% in weight of PETIA. The principle of the 

photopolymerizable formulation can be simply described as follows [9-12]: after the 

actinic light is absorbed by eosin, the triplet state of the dye reacts with the amine to 

form radicals. Radicals initiate the polymerization of the monomer. Because of the 

monomer’s multifunctionality, the polymer quickly develops into a three 

dimensional network. The sensitivity of the liquid system is characterized by a 

curve that shows the degree of cross-linking as a function of the received energy. 

The curve is showed in Fig. 4.2 [9]; it corresponds to the typical behavior of a 

formulation that can be polymerized following a radical process.  

 

       

Figure 4.2 Reticulation rate of the formulation plotted versus the absorbed energy. 
Eth is the threshold energy (when it is achieved polymerization starts), and n is the 
refractive index of the formulation [9].  
 

 

   The polymerization starts only when the absorbed energy is greater than a 

threshold value Eth. Typically, this threshold energy is about 100 mJ/cm2 when the 

O2 diffusion process within the formulation is neglected. In contrast, when O2 
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diffused into the liquid can not be neglected, the inhibition process arises from the 

sensitivity of the initiating radicals to oxygen. The triplet state of the dye is readily 

deactivated by oxygen either through a physical process or through a chemical 

reaction. Hence, as long as some quencher remains present in the formulation, this 

reaction is predominant and no radical forms. Radical formation becomes the 

predominant channel of triplet decay when the residual oxygen concentration is less 

than approximately 10-5 M. In this case polymer chains start growing, and the 

cross-linking reaction proceeds rapidly. The optical refractive index of this 

formulation varies as a function of the degree of cross-linking from 1.48 (0% cross- 

linking) to 1.52 (100% cross-linking). Hence, as soon as the formulation is 

polymerized, it will act as an optical waveguide with the core as the polymerized 

area and the cladding as the surrounding un-polymerized material, which will 

prevent the light from diverging.  

   After introducing the principle of the polymerization of the liquid formulation, 

we demonstrate our micro-tip fabrication process. As shown in Fig. 4.3, a drop of 

liquid formulation was firstly deposited at the end part of a SMF, as shown in Fig. 

4.3(a) on the fiber on the right hand side; a freshly cleaved second SMF that was 

prepared to grow the tip was then aligned and moved to touch the drop (Fig. 4.3(b)); 

the fiber was then moved away and a convex-shape liquid was deposited at the end 

face of the fiber because of liquid surface tension (Fig. 4.3(c)). The height of the 

droplet is about 30 µm, and the shape of the droplet fabricated with this method has 

good reproducibility. A green He-Ne laser with wavelength 543.5 nm was then 

coupled from the other end of the fiber and laser light interacted with the liquid at 

the end face. As a consequence of polymerization, a tip grew from the core of the 

SMF within the liquid, as shown in Fig. 4.3(d). After exposure, the part of the liquid 
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which did not interact with laser light (i.e. the liquid which covered the cladding 

part of the fiber and which therefore did not polymerize) was washed off by a few 

drops of ethanol and a robust micro-tip was integrated at the end face of the SMF, as 

shown in Fig. 4.3(e).  

 

             
                               (a)    
 

             
                               (b)    
 

             
                               (c) 
 

             
                               (d) 
 

             
                               (e) 
 

Figure 4.3 Images of the photopolymer micro-tip fabrication process: (a) a drop of 
liquid formulation is deposited at the end part of a SMF which is aligned with a 
freshly cleaved SMF; (b) the left SMF which is prepared to grow the tip is moved 
to touch the drop; (c) a droplet is deposited at the end face of the left SMF; (d) a 
green laser with suitable power is coupled from the other end of the left SMF; (e) 
the liquid which is not polymerized is washed off by a few drops of ethanol.  
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4.3  Controllable shape of microtips 

The advantages of this micro-tip fabrication method are its simplicity, controllability, 

reproducibility and being inexpensive. The shape of the micro-tip can be controlled 

by adjusting the green laser power, exposure time, liquid shape of deposition and 

oxygen diffusion concentration. Bachelot et al. [8] reported that they used the 

photopolymer micro-tips as micro-lenses to collect the light from semiconductor 

lasers into single mode fibers so that efficient light coupling is achieved. The tip’s 

radius of curvature can be optimized by controlling the exposure time when the 

laser power is kept low. However, the authors did not pay much attention to the 

effect of the laser power and the exposure time on the size of the tip, which is 

important for applications such as light coupling from a SMF to a small core PCF, 

where a micro-tip with a flat end of suitable size is preferred to achieve the best 

mode match. 

   Here, we investigated the effect of laser power on the size of the tip growing at 

the end of SMF fiber and find the suitable tip to best match the small-core PCF. The 

SMFs used in our experiments are SMF-28 from Corning. As the SMF-28 fiber is 

multi-mode at the green light wavelength, we applied mechanical stress to attenuate 

the higher order modes to only allow the fundamental mode to reach the micro-tip. 

The laser power from the fiber was detected before depositing the liquid. When the 

power is in the level of several microwatts, e.g., 3 µW, the end of the tip is very 

small and the radius of curvature is very sensitive to the exposure time [8, 9]. When 

the power is above the level of 15 µW, the tip’s radius of curvature becomes flat in a 

very short time, which can be explained by the polymerization threshold at the 

air-formulation boundary. The oxygen diffusion concentration at the interface 

boundary is higher than that inside the liquid formulation, hence more energy is 
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needed for polymerization. When the laser power is lower than the polymerization 

threshold at the air-formulation boundary, the shape of the micro-tip is sensitive to 

the exposure time. When the laser power is higher than the polymerization threshold 

at the air-formulation boundary, the tip’s end will be flat in a very short time.  

   Fig. 4.4 shows two examples of the fabricated micro-tips in a low green laser 

power. When the laser power is 3 µW and the exposure time is 3s, the radius of 

curvature is 0.7 µm (Fig. 4.4(a)), the radius of curvature can be optimized by 

controlling exposure time and thus the microtips can be uses as micro-lenses to 

efficiently collect light into the fibers from semiconductor laser [8]. When the laser 

power is 3 µW and the exposure time is 60s, the micro-tip’s end is flat, and the 

diameter of the tip at its base is 11.43 µm and decreases gradually to 2.85 µm at the 

end of the tip of polymer protrusion over 32 µm length (Fig. 4.4(b)). From the 

dimension of the tip’s base, it should be deduced that it is not really single mode at 

the wavelength 543.5 nm although we applied mechanical stress to attenuate the 

high order modes. We will use this flat microtip to couple light from a SMF to a 

small-core PCF in the next section.  

 

           

                 (a)                                      (b) 

Figure 4.4 SEM images of the photopolymer micro-tips fabricated with low power 
green laser and various exposure times, the inserts are the close-up pictures of the 
end of the micro-tips. (a) 3 µW, 3 s; (b) 3 µW, 60 s. 
 
  

   Figure 4.5 shows two examples of the fabricated micro-tips in a relatively high 
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laser power. When the laser power is 15 µW and the exposure time is 3s, the 

diameter of the tip decreases gradually from 11.71 µm to 5.71 µm over 29 µm 

length (Fig. 4.5(a)); when the laser power is 80 µW and the exposure time is 3s, the 

diameter of the tip decreases gradually from 14.28 µm to 8.57 µm over 25 µm 

length (Fig. 4.5(b)). We will use the microtip in Fig.4.5(a) to implement coupling 

experiment from a SMF to a small-core PCF in the next section.  

 

         
                  (a)                                   (b) 

 
Figure 4.5 SEM images of the photopolymer micro-tips fabricated with different 
relatively high power green laser, the inserts are the close-up pictures of the end of 
the micro-tips. (a) 15 µW, 3 s; (b) 80 µW, 3 s. 
 
  

   In addition to the laser power energy and exposure time, the shape of microtips 

can also be controlled by liquid deposition and oxygen concentration. As an 

example, we can deposit a thin film of liquid formulation at the end of the SMF, 

instead of a convex-shape formulation. Fig. 4.6 shows two microtips for different 

deposition shapes when the laser power is 15 µW and the exposure time is 3s. For 

the microtip in Fig. 4.6(a), it is formed by convex-shape liquid deposition, as 

mentioned in section 4.2; for the microtip in Fig. 4.6(b), it is formed by thin film 

liquid deposition, the length of the microtip can be achieved as short as 4.3 µm. It 

proves that the length of the microtip can be flexibly controlled.  
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                  (a)                                   (b)     

 
Figure 4.6 SEM images of the photopolymer micro-tips fabricated with a laser 
power of 15 µW and exposure time of 3 s. (a) convex-shape liquid deposition; (b) 
thin film liquid deposition.   

 

   Because oxygen dissolved within the formulation plays an inhibiting role in the 

polymerization process, oxygen diffused concentration will affect the shape of the 

microtips. In the condition of the laser power of 6 µW and the exposure time of 3 s, 

we fabricated the microtips in different environments: one is in an air atmosphere, 

the radius of the end of the tip of polymer protrusion is 1.54 µm (Fig. 4.7(a)); the 

other is in an oxygen chamber, the radius of the end of the tip is 0.25 µm (Fig. 

4.7(b)). It demonstrates that the shape of the microtips can be controlled by oxygen 

diffused concentration. Because the microtip in Fig. 4.7(b) is in the nano-scale, it 

can be widely used as a probe for optical scanning microscopy [9].  

 

      
                (a)                                   (b)   

 
Figure 4.7 SEM images of the photopolymer micro-tips fabricated with a laser 
power of 6 µW and exposure time of 3 s (a) in an air atmosphere; (b) in an oxygen 
chamber. 

 

4.4  Low loss coupling between PCFs and SMFs using microtips 
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After introducing the methods of fabricating microtips and controlling the shape of 

these microtips, we will use suitable-size microtips to couple light from SMFs to 

PCFs. The small-core PCFs used in our experiments are NL-3.3-880 and LMA-5 

PCFs from Crystal-Fiber A/S, as shown in Fig. 4.8.  

 

        
                   (a)                                 (b) 

 
Figure 4.8 SEM images of the cross section of the silica core PCFs used for the 
experiments. (a) NL-3.3-880, (b) LMA-5.  

 

   The NL-3.3-880 PCF has a core diameter of 3.3 µm. The central core is 

surrounded by a holey lattice of pitch 3.0 µm with an air-filling fraction above 89%. 

The diameter of outer silica cladding is 138 µm. The MFD of NL-3.3-880 at 

1550nm is about 2.2 µm with a numerical aperture (NA) of about 0.41. The LMA-5 

PCF has a core diameter of 4.5 µm, a pitch Λ= 2.9 µm and a relative hole size 

d/Λ=0.44. The MFD and NA of the LMA-5 PCF are 4.1 µm and 0.23 at 1550nm. 

The SMFs used in our experiments are SMF-28 from Corning that has a core 

diameter of 8.3 µm, the core and cladding indices are 1.5362 and 1.5306, and the 

MFD and NA at 1550nm are about 10.4 µm and 0.14. The butt coupling loss α 

between a PCF and a SMF, for optimal alignment, can be estimated by  

                 )
2

log(20 22
SMFPCF

SMFPCF

ωω
ωω

α
+

−=       (1)  

where PCFω2  and SMFω2  are respectively the MFDs of the PCF and the SMF. The 
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butt coupling loss for light propagating from SMF-28 to NL-3.3-880 and LMA-5 

fibers were experimentally measured at 1550nm and found to be 8.14 dB and 3.62 

dB, respectively, which agree well with the theoretical estimation given by Eq.(1), 

i.e., 7.85 dB and 3.32 dB. The good agreement between the theoretical and the 

experimental results indicate that the main loss mechanism is due to the poor mode 

match between the small-core PCFs and the SMFs, as mentioned in Chapter 3. In 

the following, we will report the use of a photopolymer micro-tip integrated on the 

end face of a SMF-28 fiber to reduce the MFD and increase the NA of the light 

beam coming out from the SMF, so that there is a better match to the small MFD 

and the large NA of small-core PCFs. 

   Because the micro-tip is perfectly aligned with the core of the SMF and the 

length of the tip is short, only the fundamental mode of the 1550 µm light 

propagates in the SMF and the tip. The theoretical values of MFD and NA of the tip 

end in Fig. 4.4(b) are respectively about 2.25 µm and 0.40, which approximately 

match that of the NL-3.3-880 fiber; the theoretical loss due to mode mismatch is 

estimated to be about 0.07 dB between the tip and this PCF, which is calculated 

from Eq. (1). The theoretical mode mismatch loss between the SMF and the base of 

micro-tip is about 0.27 dB. The theoretical values of MFD and NA of the tip in Fig. 

4.5(a) are about 4.20 µm and 0.23, which match the MFD and NA of the LMA-5 

fiber, and the theoretical mode mismatch loss is calculated to be about 0.003 dB 

between the tip and the LMA-5 fiber. However, the theoretical mode mismatch loss 

between the SMF and the base of the micro-tip is about 0.22 dB.  

    To examine the improvement of coupling efficiency by the use of micro-tips, 

we conducted the coupling experiment using the alignment platform of a 

commercial fusion splicer. First, the power of the 1550nm source at the output of a 
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SMF-28 fiber without a polymer tip was measured, and then the PCF with one end 

coupled to a power meter was aligned optimally with the SMF-28 fiber to detect the 

coupling power. The coupling loss thus measured was 8.14 dB when the PCF was 

NL-3.3-880, and it was 3.62 dB when the PCF was LMA-5. Then the SMF-28 fibers, 

on which a micro-tip as shown in Fig. 4.4(b) and Fig. 4.5(a) had been grown were 

spliced, at the non-tipped end with the output fiber of the source, and the tipped-end 

of the SMF-28 fibers were aligned, in turn, with the the small-core PCFs 

(NL-3.3-880 and LMA-5) while keeping the PCFs and the power meter untouched. 

Care was taken to touch the PCF fiber lightly with the tip, otherwise it was possible 

that the tip may be broken, even though the polymer tip is elastic and strong. Fig. 4 

shows the side view of the aligned SMF/NL-3.3-880 and SMF/LMA5 fiber pairs. 

The coupling loss reduced from 8.14 dB to 2.98 dB for NL-3.3-880 and the 

coupling loss reduced from 3.62 dB to 1.80 dB for LMA-5. The reduction of the 

loss is totally from the improvement of mode match because the other experimental 

conditions are the same. The experimental loss is larger than the theoretically 

calculated value above because of the unperfected edge of micro-tips, the interface 

reflection loss between the micro-tip and the SMF, the two end face Fresnel 

reflection loss of PCFs and the possible misalignment loss. The mechanical strength 

can be improved by packaging the joint after optimal alignment. 

           

                                    (a) 
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                                    (b) 

Figure 4.9 Optical images of butt-coupling between SMFs integrated with 
different-size micro-tips and small-core PCFs. (a) Coupling between a SMF with a 
tip as shown in Fig. 4.4(b) and NL-3.3-880; (b) Coupling between a SMF with a tip 
as shown in Fig. 4.5(a) and LMA-5. 

 

4.5  Summary 

In conclusion, we demonstrated the use of photopolymer micro-tip to improve the 

light coupling efficiency from SMFs to small-core PCFs. By controlling the laser 

power and exposure time, the shape and the size of the micro-tips can be optimized 

to match the mode field of the small-core PCFs. Experiments show that the coupling 

efficiency can be improved by up to 5 dB when compared with direct SMF/PCF 

joints which do not use the micro-tips. This compact and efficient butt-coupling 

method is particularly suited for SMF/PCF connections for gas sensor applications 

where holes in the PCF need to be kept open at the joint for easier access to the 

evanescent field and this method also may be suitable for connecting a SMF to a 

PCF with the central hole filled with a liquid sample for liquid sensor applications. 
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Chapter 5  

 

 

Fabrication of selective injection PCFs 

 
 
5.1 Introduction 

PCFs with their holes filled with gas or liquid have been actively studied for a 

number of years. The applications of these fibers include tunable fiber optic devices 

[1-5], laser sources [6, 7] and waveguide sensors [8-11]. Most of the PCF sensors 

studied previously have solid cores and exploit the interaction of light with samples 

through evanescent field extended into the air holes [8-10]. The air holes also act as 

channels to confine gas or liquid samples. The advantages of PCF sensors, 

compared with other evanescent wave sensors, include long interaction length 

which improves the sensitivity, and the robust structure without needing to remove 

the fiber cladding and polymer coating [9]. However, evanescent-field sensors have 

poor light field/sample overlap and hence relatively low sensitivity. Recently, it has 

been reported that hollow-core PCFs have been used for sensing in gas and liquid 

[11]. In liquid sensing, the core is formed by a liquid sample and is surrounded by 

an air-silica microstructured cladding; the filling of liquid into the core turns the 

photonic bandgap guidance into total internal reflection guidance [11]. This novel 

design has many key advantages over evanescent-field sensors: near-unity 
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light/sample overlap over a wide range of wavelength range, and a single mode or a 

few low-order modes can be propagated in the liquid core if the average air-silica 

cladding index is just below the index of the liquid. This novel structure not only 

introduces an effective way for liquid sensing applications, but also opens new 

perspectives for nonlinear applications by filling various functional materials into 

the central hole of a PCF.  

   In practical realization, however, filling only the central core of a hollow-core 

PCF but not the others is a major challenge [11, 12]. To our knowledge, only a few 

articles [4, 5, 13-15] reported works on the selective filling of the holes in a PCF. In 

[4, 5], selective filling of six-hole PCF to achieve tunable birefringence is described. 

Because the air holes are significant large (about 40 µm), certain air holes can be 

sealed with epoxy, so that only open air holes can be filled with polymer. However, 

this method can not be used in most PCFs because of their relative small holes. In 

[12], the authors fill the central hollow core by differential filling speed that depends 

on the size of the air holes. As shown in Fig. 5.1(a), the liquid fills the larger holes 

much faster than the smaller holes [12], after a given time, the infiltration length 

within the central hole is longer than that within the cladding holes. So a multi-step 

injection-cure-cleave process can be used to only fill the central hole with liquid. 

However, the fabrication process is very complicated, which will limit its 

applications. In [13], a single-hole hollow-core fiber is spliced to the PCF using a 

fusion splicer; the single-hole is aligned to the central hole of the PCF and cladding 

holes are sealed by the solid cladding of the single-hole fiber, as shown in Fig. 

5.1(b). In this method, a hollow fiber with a suitable single-hole size is needed and 

the silica bridge between the central hole and cladding holes of the PCF can’t be too 

thin, which limits this method for widespread applications. 
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               (a)                             (b) 

Figure 5.1 (a) Schematic flowchart on selective filling of the PCFs by different 
filling speed [12]; (b) Schematical of the fabrication process of the end caps to 
selective filling the central hole of the air-core Fresnel fiber [13]. 

    

In [14, 15], the authors mention briefly the use of a fusion splicer to collapse the 

cladding holes for the fabrication of liquid core PCF but don’t give details on the 

fusion process and how the fusion parameters affect the results. In this chapter, we 

will report a simple method for selective filling of the central hole. The method uses 

only a conventional fusion splicer, and by proper selection of fusion parameters, the 

cladding holes can be closed while the central hole remains open. The effects of 

fusion current, fusion duration and offset position on the hole collapse property of 

the PCFs are investigated. 

5.2 Method of fabrication: micro-hole collapse effect 

Figure 5.2 shows a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) micrograph of the PCF 

cross-section. The PCF was purchased from Crystal-Fiber A/S and has a central hole 

of diameter 10.9µm. The central hole is surrounded by a holey lattice of pitch 

3.8µm. The holey cladding region has a diameter of 70µm and is surrounded by a 

ring of solid silica. The total diameter of the fiber is about 120µm. The thickness of 

the silica layers between cladding holes is about 0.36µm, and the air-filling fraction 
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in the holey region is above 90%. This fiber is a good candidate for fabricating a 

novel liquid-core PCF as discussed in Ref.[11] because the average index of 

air-silica cladding is sufficiently low to allow the guidance of light in almost any 

liquid-core through total internal reflection.     

                  

Figure 5.2 SEM image of the cross section of the PCF used for the experiment 
    

   In the following, we discuss the use of a conventional fusion splicer to 

selectively collapse some or all of the holes in the cladding but leave the 

central-hole remain open. The conventional fusion splicer has been used to splice a 

PCF to a standard single mode fiber (SMF). In such an operation, an effective 

approach to achieve low splicing loss is to use an arc of short duration and weak 

discharge current to avoid or reduce the collapse of the holes of the PCF [16, 17], as 

discussed in Chapter 3. Here we will give a further detailed investigation on the hole 

collapse of the hollow-core PCF.  

   In standard fiber splicing, the electrode axis is positioned at the center-line as 

shown in Fig. 5.3(a), and the ends of the two fibers are affected equally by the 

discharge. Since the holes in the end part of a PCF are easy to collapse, if the 

electrode axis is positioned as shown in Fig. 5.3(b), the arc discharge will affect the 

end face of a PCF only weakly as compared with the end-face of the solid SMF. We 

define the “offset” as the distance between the tip of the PCF and the electrode axis. 
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Such an arrangement avoids the total collapse of the cladding holes and hence 

reduces the splicing loss. We propose in this chapter to use the offset to selectively 

control the collapse of the holes at the end-face of a PCF. By removing the standard 

SMF just before the start of the arc discharge, the end face of the PCF will not be 

spliced to the SMF and it will only be heated by a weak arc discharge that will cause 

the collapse of some of the holes.  
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Figure 5.3 The positioning of the electrode axis when (a) two SMFs are to be fusion 
spliced, (b) a SMF is to be spliced to a PCF, (c) The current and energy density 
distribution in an arc fusion splicer [18, 19], (d) The close-up of the end part of the 
PCF in the temperature (energy density) distribution field of Fig. 5.3(c), (e) 
Illustration of the transverse temperature distribution in the PCF.   
 
 

The current density between two electrodes is given by [18, 19] 
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where 

          ,)1()( 3/12
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The coordinates x, y and z are defined in Fig. 2(c). I0 is the total current that can be 

obtained by integrating the current density over all r. σ(z) is the Gaussian width of 

the current density at position z, σ0 is the Gaussian width of the current density at 

the midpoint of the electrodes’ separation (z=0), C is a constant determined from the 

variation of the square of the current density in the z direction. Figure 5.3(c) shows 

the current density or energy density distribution by contour lines, Fig. 5.3(d) is the 

close-up of the end part of the PCF in the temperature (energy density) distribution 

field in Fig. 5.3(c). The energy density changes with the square of the current 

density and the temperature of the discharge is proportional to the energy density 

[18, 19]. From Eqs. (1) and (2), we can find the arc discharge is hottest at the 

electrode tips and the temperature at the midpoint between the electrode tips falls to 

a minimum along the electrode’s axis, hence the temperature distribution of the end 

face of PCF is that the inner cladding temperature is lower than the outer cladding 

temperature (Fig. 5.3(d,e)) when the tip of the PCF is not too far from the electrode 

axis, i.e. when the offset is small. For a standard SMF, the fiber temperature is 

largely uniform along the fiber radial direction because the thermal conduction time 

of the solid SMF is very short, only a few milliseconds are required to transfer heat 

from the hottest spot of the outer surface to the center and other locations within the 

fiber cross-section and to establish a uniform temperature distribution across the 

whole cross-section [19]. For the solid silica ring cladding of the PCF, the condition 

is similar to the solid SMF, so the temperature of the solid ring cladding can be 

regarded as uniform. However, the heat transfer from the solid silica ring to the 

center of the holey region is much slower because of the presence of large air-holes 
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and the relative slow heat transfer in air than in solid silica. Hence it is believed that 

temperature of the inner cladding holes will keep lower than that of the outer 

cladding holes during the discharge duration which is typically a few hundreds 

milliseconds. It is difficult to accurately determine the temperature distribution 

around the holly region. However, from the data of [18], the temperature decreases 

by about 200 oC from the point z=500 µm to the midpoint along the electrode’s axis, 

we may qualitatively estimate the temperature difference between the outer cladding 

holes and the inner cladding holes at about (200oC /500 µm)*35 µm =14 oC. The 

temperature decreases as a Gaussian function when the offset from the electrode 

axis increases. From [18], we also know that when the offset is changed by 100 µm 

under the same fusion current and fusion duration, the temperature changes by about 

100oC. 

   When the temperature of heated fiber exceeds the softening point which is 

around 1670oC, the surface tension will overcome the viscosity and cause the PCF’s 

cylindrical air holes to begin collapsing. The rate of collapse is given by [17,19] 

                      
η
γ
2

=collapseV                       (3)           

where γ is surface tension and η is viscosity. Surface tension of silica is not very 

sensitive to temperature over the range encountered in splicing; but in contrast, the 

viscosity of silica decreases sharply with increasing temperature, so the air holes 

collapse quickly in the high temperature region. Since the temperature at the center 

of the PCF will be lower as compared to the periphery and also since the smaller 

hole will close before the bigger hole, the air holes in the cladding will close before 

the central hole. The combined effect of temperature distribution and hole-size 

allows for the fabrication of selective injection PCFs by using arc discharge of a 
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conventional fusion splicer. 

5.3 Experimental studies of fabrication 

We investigated experimentally the effects of fusion parameters on the collapse of 

holes of the PCF shown in Fig. 5.2. An Ericsson FSU-975 fusion splicer was used in 

the experiments. The typical parameters-set for splicing two SMFs and the 

explanation of the parameters are given in Chapter 3. Here we set the fusion time 

one and three to zero and varied fusion time two and fusion current two to perform 

discharge tests and the end-face image of the PCF was taken by a scanning electron 

microscope. The prefusion current was set to 8.0 mA instead of 10 mA to avoid heat 

collapse of the holes at the PCF end face. We firstly set the center position to 205 

which means the offset distance is 50 µm, and set the overlap to 0 µm to get a 

precise offset distance of the PCF end-face that was subject to heating by arc 

discharge; we then varied the fusion time, fusion current, and fusion center position 

to see the effect of these parameters on the collapse of cladding and central holes. 

Optimal parameters that correspond to the collapse of the cladding holes with the 

central hole remaining open were then found and used to fabricate the selective 

injection of a PCF.  

5.3.1 The effect of fusion current 

We varied the fusion current in steps of 0.5 mA, kept the fusion duration constant at 

0.3 s, and offset distance constant at 50 µm. In Chapter 3, we observe the micro-hole 

collapse when the fusion current changes from 9 mA to 11.5 mA, most cladding 

holes are still partially open. So we continue to increase the fusion current to find 

the optimized parameters which correspond to the status of collapsing all cladding 

holes and keeping the central hole open. Fig. 5.4(b, c) shows the end-face of the 

PCF for two typical discharge conditions. The surface tension makes the PCF’s 
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periphery less sharp and causes the central region to cave in. The detailed hole 

collapse pictures can be found in Fig.5.5. 

      
             (a)                     (b)                     (c) 

 
Figure 5.4. End-face of the PCF. (a) without arc discharge; (b) arc current =12.5mA; 
(c) arc current =14.5mA. The discharge duration and offset distance are kept 
constant at 0.3 second and 50 µm, respectively.  

 

        
                    (a)                                      (b)  

        
                    (c)                                      (d) 

        
                    (e)                                      (f) 

 
Figure 5.5. End views of the PCF with different arc currents when the arc duration 
is 0.3 second and the offset distance is 50µm. The right picture is the close-up of 
the center part of the left picture. (a) 12.5mA, (b) 13mA, (c) 13.5mA, (d) 14mA, (e) 
14.5mA, (f) 15mA. 

    

   It can be seen from Fig. 5.5, when arc current is increased, the outer cladding 

holes collapse and close first when compared to the inner cladding holes. At 12.5 

mA, the outer-most holes have already closed but the inner holes are still partially 

open, as shown in Fig. 5.5(a). From the close-up picture in Fig. 5.5(a), we can find 

the gradual change of the hole size along the radical direction of the fiber. The 
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nearer the holes to the center, the less complete will be the holes’ collapse. As 

hole-sizes of the inner and outer claddings are more or less the same (as shown in 

Fig. 5.2), we believe that the variation in hole collapse along the fiber radical 

direction is due to a gradual decrease of temperature from the outer solid ring to the 

central hole. Increasing the temperature by increasing the fusion current enables 

more holes to collapse within the fusion duration, eventually all the holes in the 

cladding region close and the central hole can be kept partially open due to the 

combined effect of lower temperature at and the larger hole size of the central hole. 

If we continue to increase fusion current, the central hole will shrink and eventually 

also close. At 13 mA, almost all the cladding holes have closed except the inner six 

holes that are nearest to the central hollow-core (Fig. 5.5(b)). From Fig. 5.2, we can 

see that these six holes, due to fabrication imperfection, have slightly bigger sizes 

than the other six holes surrounding the central-hole. At 13.5 mA (Fig. 5.5(c)), all 

the holes in the cladding region are closed, although the edge of the central hole is 

not very smooth. The diameter of the central hole has reduced to about 7.2 µm. 

When the fusion current reaches 14.0 mA, the collapsed region is very smooth and 

the central hole’s diameter shrinks to about 4.7 µm, as can be seen from Fig. 5.5(d). 

The diameter of the central hole decreases further at 14.5 mA and finally the hole 

closes totally (Fig. 5.5(f)) when the current is beyond 15 mA. The experimental 

observation agrees with the discussion in section 5.2. 

5.3.2 The effect of fusion duration 

We also evaluated the effect of varying the duration of the arc current when the 

fusion current and offset distance were kept constant. Fig. 5.6 shows the results for 

arc current of 13.5 mA and offset distance of 50 µm when the arc duration is varied 

from 0.3 second to 0.5 second. The central hole shrunk from 7.2 µm to about 4.0 µm 
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when the arc duration was increased from 0.3 s to 0.4 s, and further reduced to about 

2.5 µm when the arc duration increased to 0.5 s. Further increase the arc duration 

closed all the holes in the center and the cladding. From the discussion in section 2, 

the outer solid ring cladding will transfer heat to the holey cladding in the fiber 

radial direction. With the fusion duration increasing, more heat can be transferred to 

the central hole and the temperature of the central hole increases, so the central 

hole’s size decreases when the fusion duration increases. 

 

      
              (a)                      (b)                      (c) 

 
Figure 5.6. End views of the PCF with different arc durations. (a) 0.3 second, (b) 
0.4 second, and (c) 0.5 second. The arc current and offset distance are kept constant 
at 13.5mA and 50µm, respectively. 

 

5.3.3 The effect of fusion offset 

Figure 5.7 shows the SEM micrographs of the PCF end-face for various offset 

distances, varying from 50 µm to 0 (no offset). For the cases shown in Fig. 5.7, all 

the holes in the cladding are closed, and the size of the central hole reduces for 

smaller offset distance and closes for zero offset. This is because that temperature 

around the end-face is higher for smaller offset. From the discussion in section 5.2, 

the temperature increases by about 10 oC when the offset decreases by 10µm, so the 

central hole collapses more quickly in the higher temperature caused by smaller 

offset.  
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                (a)                       (b)                        (c) 

      
                (d)                         (e)                      (f) 

 
Figure 5.7. End views of the PCF with different offset distances when the arc 
duration and arc current are fixed at 0.3 second and 13.5mA, respectively. (a) 50µm, 
(b) 40µm, (c) 30µm, (d) 20µm, (e) 10µm, (f) 0µm. 

 

5.4 Filling the central hole of PCF 

To demonstrate the above technique can be used to perform selective filling of the 

central hole, we used about 15 cm of PCF with cross-section similar to that shown 

in Fig. 5.1. We firstly treated the two ends of the PCF with an Ericsson FSU-975 

fusion splicer with arc duration, fusion current and offset distance set respectively to 

0.3 second, 14 mA and 50 µm. After thermal treatment, both ends of the PCF were 

like Fig. 5.5(d), that is, the central hole is still partially open, and all the cladding 

holes are totally closed. The central hole was then filled with a type of polymer 

NOA74 by capillary action, the polymer was cured by a UV lamp and the ends of 

the PCF were cleaved. The two cleaved ends were then examined by using an 

optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope. The images of one of the 

ends are shown in Fig. 5.8. The central hole is perfectly filled and the holes in the 

cladding are not filled. We have thus demonstrated how the hollow core of a PCF 

can be filled with liquid or gas without filling the cladding holes at the same time. 

The same results have been obtained with other fusion conditions as given in Fig. 
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5.5(c) and Fig. 5.5(e). This demonstrates the effectiveness of the method for 

fabricating selective injection PCFs.  

 

                
                      (a)                                 (b) 

Figure 5.8. (a) Optical microscope image and (b) SEM image of the PCF with the 
central hole filled with NOA74.  
 

 

5.5 Summary 

In conclusion, we have developed a simple method for selective filling the central 

hole of PCFs. The method is based on a conventional fusion splicer to cause the 

cladding holes to collapse while leaving the central hollow core to remain open. 

Theoretical and experimental investigations show that the hole-collapse property of 

a PCF depends on fusion current, fusion duration and fusion offset position. The 

opening and closing of the central hole and the holes in the cladding may be 

controlled to a certain degree by controlling the fusion current, the fusion duration 

and the fusion offset position. Experiments show that this method can be used to 

make hybrid polymer/silica PCFs with the central hole filled by a polymer. The 

quality of the hybrid fiber is good and the fabrication process is highly reproducible. 

We believe that this method can also be used in other PCFs with different structures 

by adjusting the fusion parameters. This method can also be used to fabricate a 

hybrid PCF with a liquid or gas core surrounded by an air-silica microstructured 

cladding.  
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Chapter 6  

 

 

Hybrid PCFs 

 
 
6.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, PCFs generally guide light by two different guiding 

mechanisms: index-guiding [1] or bandgap-guiding [2]. Most PCFs guide light by 

only one of these two different guiding mechanisms, although hybrid-guiding 

(combination of index-guiding and bandgap-guiding) has been utilized in photonic 

crystal slabs [3] for many years. Recently, Cerqueira et al. [4] first demonstrated a 

hybrid PCF which guided light by both index-guiding and bandgap-guiding 

simultaneously. This hybrid PCF was composed of air holes and Ge-doped silica 

rods disposed around an undoped silica core; the air holes were arranged in a 

hexagonal pattern as in an index-guiding PCF, while the high index rods replaced a 

single row of air holes along one of the PCF axes. The authors mentioned that this 

hybrid PCF shared properties of both index-guiding and bandgap-guiding. However, 

the hybrid PCF is a quite new issue; although Cerqueira et al. proposed a kind of 

hybrid PCF and gave some basic analysis, it was not a systematic investigation that 

offers insight into the nature of the hybrid PCF, and many significant properties of 

hybrid PCFs have not been investigated.   
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   In this Chapter, we propose several hybrid PCF structures and carry out detailed 

investigations on two kinds of hybrid PCFs. The modal effective index, effective 

mode area, confinement loss, group velocity dispersion and birefringence are 

theoretically investigated. The properties of hybrid PCFs are compared with those of 

the corresponding index-guiding PCF and bandgap-guiding PCF, which gives a 

physical insight into the guiding mechanism of the hybrid PCFs. Finally, the 

potential applications of these hybrid PCFs are discussed.    

6.2 Theory of hybrid PCFs 

6.2.1 Description of the approach 

The guiding mechanism of an index-guiding PCF can be simply explained by the 

effective-index model [5], which is similar to light propagation in a traditional 

step-index fiber. The guiding mechanism of a bandgap PCF can be predicted by 

photonic bandgap theory [6], and it also can be explained intuitively by antiresonant 

reflecting guidance [7]: light at wavelengths satisfying the antiresonant condition is 

guided in the core by antiresonant reflection from periodically placed high-index 

rods. Thus we can make an assumption that the light may propagate along the fiber 

when the light can be confined in the core by index-guiding in one direction and 

bandgap-guiding in the other direction in the transverse direction, even if the 

bandgap structure is not a full two dimensional photonic crystal structure.  

   The structure of a hybrid PCF is a modified PCF structure which is obtained by 

replacing one or more longitudinal sets of air holes of an air-silica index-guiding 

PCF by high-index rods as shown in Fig. 6.1, where black holes represent 

high-index rods and empty holes are air (or low-index) holes. In A1, A2, A3 and A4, 

air holes are in the majority. In B1, B2, B3 and B4, high-index rods are in majority. 

Of course there can be many other structures which can be devised by replacing 
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different lines of hexagonal structure or changing the size of replacing holes/rods, 

which we do not illustrate in Fig. 6.1. To clearly describe the properties of hybrid 

PCFs, we focus on investigating two categories of hybrid PCFs, namely A1 and B1. 

         
           (A1)              (A2)             (A3)              (A4) 

         
           (B1)              (B2)             (B3)              (B4) 

 
Figure 6.1 Schematics of cross-sections of different structures of hybrid PCFs, 
whereas black holes are high-index rods, empty holes are air holes. 
 

   In order to have a comprehensive understanding of the properties of the hybrid 

PCFs A1 and B1, it is necessary to investigate the properties of the corresponding 

index-guiding PCF and bandgap PCF at the same time and compare the properties 

of the hybrid PCFs with them. In our simulations, the hybrid PCFs A1and B1 have 7 

rings of holes arranged in a hexagonal pattern, the PCFs have a pitch Λ of 7.5 µm 

and a relative hole size d/Λ of 0.4. We assume that the background silica refractive 

index is 1.45, and the high-index rod has a refractive index of 1.48.  

   To analyze PCFs accurately, we use full-vector plane-wave method (PWM) [8] 

to calculate the bandgap map of the bandgap-guiding PCF and full-vector 

finite-element method (FEM) [9-11] to model the properties of all PCFs, including 

index-guiding, bandgap-guiding, hybrid-guiding A1, hybrid-guiding B1. Because of 

the structure symmetry of these PCFs, one quarter of the fiber cross section is 

investigated to calculate the modal effective indices in two orthogonal directions [9]. 

We also model the whole cross section of the fiber, which agrees well with the 
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results from the quarter cross section. The cladding effective index of the 

fundamental space-filling mode is calculated by applying the full-vector FEM to an 

elementary piece of the index-guiding PCF cladding [9]. The effective mode area of 

a PCF, Aeff, is defined as [10]:     

             2
4

22 )(
πω==

∫∫
∫∫

S t

S t

eff
dxdyE

dxdyE
A                        (1)               

where tE is the transverse electric field vector and S denotes the whole fiber cross 

section. ω2  is mode field diameter (MFD) for a Gaussian shaped mode field 

distribution. The confinement loss cL  can be calculated by full-vector FEM with 

anisotropic perfectly matched layers (PMLs) [11, 12]: 

                       α686.8=cL                    (2) 

where α  is attenuation constant of the complex propagation constant. The unit of 

cL is in decibels per meter. The group velocity dispersion (GVD), wD , of a PCF can 

be deduced from [11]: 
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where effn  is the wavelength dependent effective index, λ is the wavelength, and 

c is the velocity of light in vacuum. Material dispersion is neglected [11] in our 

simulations. The birefringence is defined as: 

                         y
eff

x
eff nnB −=          (4) 

where x
effn  and y

effn  are the effective indices of the fundamental xE mode and 

yE mode respectively.                                                              

6.2.2 Analysis and Discussion 
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The wavelength range we considered is from 0.55 µm to 2.1 µm. For the 

index-guiding PCF and bandgap PCF, the fundamental modes of x-polarization and 

y-polarization are degenerate because of symmetry. However, for the hybrid PCF 

A1 and B1, the fundamental modes are not degenerate because the guiding 

mechanisms in two orthogonal directions are different. For hybrid PCFs, we only 

consider the x-polarized fundamental mode in our simulations because the effective 

index difference of the two orthogonal fundamental modes is quite small in our 

cases. The difference will be discussed in section 6.2.2.5.   

6.2.2.1 Modal effective index 

The light can be guided in the core of the index-guiding PCF when the effective 

index of the guided mode is larger than the cladding effective index and smaller 

than the refractive index of the core. For bandgap PCF, only when the modal 

effective index is within the bandgap regions and smaller than the core index, the 

light can be guided in the core. According to the resonance theory in Ref. [16], the 

cut-off wavelengths can by only determined by analyzing an individual high-index 

rod, which agree well with the bandgap edges predicted by bandgap theory.  So we 

can assume that although the hybrid PCF does not have a full two-dimensional 

bandgap structure, the bandgap maps can also be approximately suitable for 

representing the hybrid PCF A1 and B1. The hybrid PCF can guide the light only 

when the guiding conditions of both index-guiding and bandgap-guiding are 

satisfied. 

   As shown in the Fig. 6.2, the green line is the effective index of the fundamental 

mode of the index-guiding PCF and the red lines represent the effective indices of 

the bandgap PCF. The cladding line and silica line are the effective indices of the 

cladding and the core respectively. The solid black lines are the edges of the 
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bandgap of the bandgap-guiding PCF.  We can find from Fig. 6.2 that the light in 

the whole wavelength range can be well guided in the index-guiding PCF, the 

effective index decreases gradually with the increase in wavelength. The bandgap 

PCF has three band gap regions in this range; the guided modes outside the 

bandgaps are cut off, thus light can propagate in three discrete transmission 

windows: about 1.26 µm to 2.1 µm in the first gap, 0.76 µm to 1.18 µm in the 

second gap and 0.55 µm to 0.68 µm in the third gap. The magnitude of the slope of 

the effective index curve of the bandgap PCF is larger than that of the index-guiding 

PCF. The crossing points of green line and red line are at the wavelengths about 

0.57 µm, 0.91 µm, and 1.79 um. That means for these wavelengths, the guided 

modes have the same effective index even if the guiding mechanisms are different.  

        

Figure 6.2 Modal effective index of the fundamental modes and bandgap map as a 
function of wavelength. 
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.   
Figure 6.3 Modal effective index of fundamental mode as a function of wavelength. 
The green dashed line is index-guiding PCF; the red solid line is bandgap PCF; the 
blue dash-dot line is hybrid PCF A1 and the black dotted line is hybrid PCF B1.  

 

   The modal effective index of the hybrid PCFs A1 and B1 are shown in Fig. 6.3.  

We can find that the effective indices of hybrid PCFs are between the effective 

indices of the index-guiding PCF and bandgap PCF, and the hybrid PCF has the 

property of discrete frequency bands. This can be explained by the nature of 

hybrid-guiding. The hybrid PCF A1 confines light by bandgap effect in x direction 

and the hybrid PCF B1 confines light by bandgap effect in the cross-section except 

x direction. So the hybrid PCF should have properties of bandgap-guiding. The 

effective index curves of the hybrid PCF A1 are closer to the curve of index-guiding 

PCF compared with hybrid PCF B1, and the effective index curves of hybrid PCF 

B1 are closer to the curve of bandgap PCF. This is because the index-guiding is the 

main guiding mechanism in hybrid PCF A1 and bandgap-guiding is the main 

guiding mechanism according to their refractive index distribution in the 

cross-section. The cross points of the curves of the four PCFs in Fig. 6.3 correspond 

to almost the same wavelengths as the cross points of index-guiding PCF and 
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bandgap PCF shown in Fig. 6.2. That means if the effective index of index-guiding 

PCF and bandgap PCF is equivalent for one wavelength, the effective index of 

hybrid guiding PCF will have the same value at that wavelength, which proves 

again that the hybrid PCF guides light by a combination of both index-guiding and 

bandgap-guiding. It should be mentioned that in Ref. [4], the effective index curve 

of the hybrid PCF based on the preform A has an overlap with the curve of the 

index-guiding PCF for a range of wavelengths, that is because the refractive index 

of the high-index rod is a gradual variation, which cause the modal effective index 

of bandgap PCF to have an overlap with the index-guiding PCF, thus causing the 

overlap with the hybrid PCF.   

6.2.2.2 Effective mode area 

Effective mode area is an important parameter in investigating the modal properties; 

it has relevance to nonlinearity, confinement loss, bending loss, splicing loss and 

numerical aperture [13]. Fig. 6.4 shows the normalized effective mode area of 

different PCFs. 

      

Figure 6.4 Normalized effective mode area of the fundamental mode as a function 
of wavelength.  
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For the index-guiding PCF, the effective mode area increases very slowly with an 

increase in the wavelength. The MFD is 9.78 µm at the wavelength 0.55 µm and 

increases to 10.30 µm at the wavelength 2.10 µm, as shown in Fig. 5a (1-5) for the 

wavelength range from 0.65 µm to 1.55 µm. However, for the bandgap PCF, the 

effective mode area changes dramatically.  

            
           a(1)              b(1)               c(1)               d(1) 

             
           a(2)               b(2)              c(2)               d(2) 

            
           a(3)               b(3)             c(3)               d(3) 

            
            a(4)             b(4)               c(4)              d(4) 

            
             a(5)             b(5)              c(5)              d(5)     

 
Figure 6.5 Mode intensity distribution of fundamental modes of a (1-5) the 
index-guiding PCF, b(1-5) the bandgap PCF, c(1-5) the hybrid PCF A1 and d(1-5) 
the hybrid PCF B1. The wavelength is (1) 0.65 µm, (2) 1.0 µm, (3) 1.15 µm, (4) 
1.30 µm and (5) 1.55 µm.  
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   When the wavelengths of the light are close to the middle of the bandgap, the 

guided modes are well confined in the core, as shown in Fig. 6.5b(1, 2, 5). At the 

wavelength 0.65 µm in the third bandgap (Fig. 6.5b(1)), the fundamental mode is 

well confined in the core, the MFD is 9.21 µm which is smaller than the MFD of the 

index-guiding PCF (9.81 µm); at the wavelength 1.0 µm in the second bandgap  

(Fig. 6.5b(2)), the MFD is 10.39 µm, which is slightly larger than the MFD of 

index-guiding PCF (9.92 µm); at the wavelength 1.55 µm in the first bandgap (Fig. 

6.5b(5)), the MFD is 12.18 µm, which is significantly larger than the MFD of 

index-guiding PCF (10.10 µm). When the wavelengths of the light are close to the 

edges of the bandgap, the effective mode area enlarges rapidly, as shown in Fig. 

6.5b (3, 4). This is because of the resonance of the mode in the high-index rod with 

the core mode [16], which causes the mode to expand and thus increasing the 

leakage loss.  

   For the hybrid PCF A1 and B1, the effective mode area is between the effective 

mode areas of the index-guiding PCF and bandgap PCF when the operation 

wavelengths are within the middle part of the bandgaps, as shown in Fig. 6.4. The 

effective mode area curve of hybrid PCF A1 is closer to that of index-guiding PCF 

and the effective mode area curve of hybrid PCF B1 is closer to that of the bandgap 

PCF. When the operation wavelengths are close to the middle of the bandgaps, the 

fundamental modes can be well-confined, as shown in Fig. 6.5c (1, 2, 5) and Fig. 

6.5d (1, 2, 5). For example, at the wavelength 0.65 µm, the normalized mode areas 

of hybrid PCF A1 and B1 are 1.28 and 1.22 respectively, which is between that of 

the index-guiding PCF (1.34) and bandgap PCF (1.19). At the wavelength 1.55 µm, 

the normalized mode areas of the hybrid PCF A1 and B1 are 1.63 and 1.88 

respectively, which is between that of the index-guiding PCF (1.42) and the 
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bandgap PCF (2.07). When the operation wavelengths are close to the bandgap 

edges, the effective mode areas of the hybrid PCFs expand quickly, as shown in Fig. 

6.5c (3, 4) and Fig. 6.5d (3, 4). The effective mode area of the hybrid PCF B1 is 

even larger than that of the bandgap PCF at the wavelength of 1.30 µm, which 

corresponds to a larger confinement loss than that of the bandgap PCF. 

6.2.2.3 Confinement loss 

Figure 6.6 shows the confinement losses of different PCFs. We can find that the 

confinement loss of the hybrid PCF A1 and B1 are almost between the loss of the 

index-guiding PCF and the bandgap PCF except at the bandgap edges. The 

confinement loss of the index-guiding PCF is very low, it increases from 1.15×10-12 

dB/m at the wavelength of 0.55 µm to 9.54×10-10 dB/m at the wavelength of 2.1 µm.  

        

Figure 6.6 Confinement loss of the fundamental mode for different fibers as a 
function of wavelength. 

 

   For the bandgap PCF, the confinement loss is significantly different for all three 

bandgaps. The confinement loss in the third bandgap is much smaller than the loss 

in the first and second bandgap. For example, the confinement loss at 0.58 µm is 
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1.75×10-11 dB/m, however, the confinement losses at 0.9 µm and 1.55 µm are 

respectively 1.81×10-3 dB/m and 6.01×10-3 dB/m. For the hybrid PCF A1, the 

confinement loss is significantly small because the hybrid fiber structure of A1 is 

much closer to that of the index-guiding PCF. For example, the confinement loss at 

0.9 µm and 1.55 µm can be improved to 4.85×10-7 dB/m and 1.01×10-4 dB/m 

respectively. The improvement of the confinement loss is attributed to the 

index-guiding part of the hybrid PCF A1 whose confinement loss is much lower 

than the bandgap-guiding. It should be noted that it is not for all the cases. For 

example, when the relative hole size of the index-guiding is significantly small, 

such as d/Λ=0.05, thus the confinement loss of the index-guiding PCF is larger than 

the confinement loss of the bandgap PCF, the corresponding hybrid PCF will have 

lower confinement loss than the index-guiding PCF. So the confinement of the 

hybrid PCF generally is between the confinement losses of the corresponding 

index-guiding PCF and bandgap PCF for the operation wavelengths within the 

middle part of the bandgaps. For the hybrid PCF B1, the confinement loss at the 

short wavelength edge of the bandgap is larger than the bandgap PCF, it may be 

explained by bandgap theory. The hybrid-PCF B1 confines light by bandgap effects 

in the whole cross-section except x direction, the effective index curve is lower than 

that of bandgap PCF near the short wavelength bandgap edge as shown in Fig. 6.3, 

which makes the effective index curve closer to the bandgap edge compared with 

that of the bandgap PCF or even outside the bandgap, thus causing larger 

confinement loss.      

6.2.2.4 Group velocity dispersion 

The GVD property of a fiber similar to hybrid PCF A1 has been demonstrated in 

Ref. [4]. Here we compare the GVD properties of four different PCFs in the first 
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bandgap, as shown in Fig. 6.7.    

       

Figure 6.7 GVD of the fundamental mode as a function of the wavelength in the 
first bandgap  

 

   The GVD curve shape of hybrid PCF A1 and B1 is as similar as that of the 

bandgap PCF. This is due to the similar effective index properties of the hybrid 

PCFs and the bandgap PCF caused by the bandgap effect, as shown in Fig. 6.3. We 

can find from Fig. 6.7 that GVD curves of hybrid PCFs, especially hybrid PCF A1, 

are a little bit flattened compared with the bandgap PCF at the center part of the 

bandgap. However, the GVD curve of the hybrid PCFs becomes more normal when 

the operation wavelength is near the bandgap edge. Thus the novel dispersion 

property of hybrid PCFs can provide new mechanism to design the PCF with 

modified zero-dispersion wavelength.            

6.2.2.5 Birefringence  

Because the guiding mechanisms of the hybrid PCF A1 and B1 are different in two 

orthogonal directions, large birefringence for the hybrid PCF is expected. We 

calculate the birefringence in the first bandgap, the same property is expected for 
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other bandgaps. To achieve accurate results, we divided one quarter of the fiber 

cross section into 65280 elements in full-vector FEM. For the index-guiding PCF 

and the bandgap PCF, the effective index difference of x-polarized and y-polarized 

fundamental modes which should be degenerate is of the order of 10-7 ~10-8 which 

is caused by the precision of calculation and could be reduced further by increasing 

the number of divided elements [9]. Under the same condition, the birefringence of 

the hybrid PCF A1 and B1 is of the order of 10-5 as shown in Fig. 6.8. The 

birefringence increases with the increase of wavelength, and increases at the short 

wavelength edge of the bandgap. Thus hybrid PCF has potential to be a high 

birefringence fiber. For example, when the refractive index and hole diameter of the 

high-index rod of the hybrid PCF A1 change to 1.65 and 6 µm respectively, the 

birefringence of the PCF can be high to 1.04×10-3 at the wavelength of 1.55 µm. 

        

Figure 6.8 Birefringence of the fundamental mode as a function of the wavelength 
in the first bandgap.  

 

6.3 Method of fabrication: micro-hole collapse effect     

In Chapter 3, we investigated the micro-hole collapse of different kinds of PCFs and 
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observed that PCF PM-1550-01 can keep two big holes partially open and all small 

holes close when applying suitable arc discharge at the end part of the PM-1550-01, 

as shown in Fig. 6.9.  

       

                    (a)                                 (b) 

Figure 6.9 (a) SEM photographs of the cross section of the PCF PM-1550-01 
without arc discharges. (b) End views of the PM-1550-01 with an arc discharge 
when fusion current, fusion time, and the offset are 13 mA, 0.3 s, and 50 µm 
respectively.   

 

          

                     (a)                                 (b) 

Figure 6.10 Schematics of cross-section of PM-1550-01 with selective filling. (a) 
Two big holes are filled with UV curable polymer; (b) Small holes are filled with 
high index liquid, whereas black holes are high-index liquids, empty holes are air 
holes. 
 

We can fill UV curable polymer into the two big holes of PM-1550-01, as shown in 

Fig. 6.9(b), by capillary effect; then we cure the UV polymer and cut a short section 

at the end part of the PCF, thus we can get the PCF with two big holes sealed by 

cured polymer at the end part, as shown in Fig. 6.10(a). The end of the PCF is then 

immersed into the high-index liquid for a rather long time, and all smaller holes are 
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filled with high-index liquid for the whole length except two sealed holes. After 

cutting the end part of the PCF with cured polymer inclusion, the hybrid PCF can be 

formed, as shown in Fig. 6.10(b). The side view of selective filling of the PCF can 

be seen from Fig. 5.1(a). In the x direction, the mode can be confined by 

index-guiding because of two big air holes; in the y direction, the mode can be 

confined by bandgap-guiding because of periodic high-index liquid inclusions. As 

an example, mode intensity distribution of this hybrid PCF at the wavelength of 

1550 nm is calculated when the small holes are filled with liquid with refractive 

index of 1.492. We can find that the hybrid mode can be well confined in the core.    

              

Figure 6.11 Mode intensity distribution of fundamental mode of the hybrid PCF at 
the wavelength of 1550 um. 

 

6.4 Potential Applications 

Because hybrid PCFs have novel guiding mechanism which has the advantages of 

both index-guiding and bandgap guiding, they have many potential applications. 

The bending loss of the hybrid PCF A1 and B1 in two orthogonal directions are 

expected to be very different, which may find application as a directional bending 
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sensor. The hybrid PCF can be designed as an ultra-low loss filter or switch 

compared to bandgap PCFs. Hybrid PCFs provide a new mechanism to design high 

birefringence PCF and to engineer the dispersion. It can also make novel tunable 

devices when the high-index rod is replaced by high-index liquid, polymer or liquid 

crystal by using the selective filling technology introduced in Chapter 5. The hybrid 

PCFs possess a new guiding mechanism which lead us to predict more than three 

different materials rods can be composed in the fiber and the light can still be well 

confined in the core, thus providing new ways to design functional fibers such as the 

fiber composed of semiconductor rods [14, 15], silica and air holes, in which 

electrons can propagate in the semiconductor rods and photons propagate in the 

silica core. The combination of hybrid PCF with Bragg gratings and long period 

gratings may produce grating with new properties, considering that hybrid PCFs 

may be easier to write gratings using UV light compared with index-guiding PCFs 

because the index contrast of high-index rod and background silica can be 

fabricated as low as one percent [16].  

6.5 Summary 

In conclusion, we have systematically investigated the properties of two kinds of 

hybrid PCFs. The wavelength dependence of the modal effective index, effective 

mode area, confinement loss, group velocity dispersion and birefringence has been 

derived by using a simulation model. The properties and advantages of hybrid PCFs 

are demonstrated by comparing them with those of the corresponding index-guiding 

PCF and bandgap-guiding PCF. The method of fabricating hybrid PCFs by 

micro-hole collapse effect is proposed. Finally, the potential applications of these 

hybrid PCFs are discussed.  
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Chapter 7  

 

 

Conclusion and future work 

 
 
7.1 Conclusion  

In this thesis, we have investigated different splice techniques between PCFs and 

SMFs, the microhole collapse property and its applications. Four important issues 

have been addressed: (1) low-loss fusion splicing different kinds of PCFs to SMFs 

using a conventional fusion splicer; (2) low-loss splicing PCFs to SMFs using 

photopolymer microtips; (3) fabrication of selective injection PCFs by microhole 

collapse effect; (4) the properties of hybrid PCFs.  

   We provided the guidelines for fusion splicing different kinds of PCFs to SMFs, 

and investigated the micro-hole collapse property of five different kinds of PCFs. 

The physical mechanism of the splice loss was studied in detail and then different 

methods were proposed according to the different structure of PCFs to achieve 

low-loss splicing. For the splicing between PCFs, and between the PCF and the 

SMF having similar MFDs, low-loss splicing can be achieved by minimizing the 

collapse of air holes of the PCF. For the small-core PCF with low air-filling fraction, 

including the PM-PCF, low-loss splicing can be achieved by applying repeated arc 

discharges over the splicing joint to gradually collapse the air holes of the 
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small-core PCF. For the small-core PCF with high air-filling fraction, an 

intermediate fiber should be used to decrease the splice loss. We have demonstrated 

the low-loss splice of these different PCFs with conventional SMFs. The 

experimental results prove that fusion splicing is a simple and practical solution to 

solve the coupling problem between PCFs and SMFs, which will benefit the 

development of different PCF devices and sensors for practical application. 

   We demonstrated the use of photopolymer micro-tip to improve the light 

coupling efficiency from SMFs to small-core PCFs. The method is based on 

growing photopolymer micro-tips directly on the end face of SMFs. The advantages 

of this micro-tip fabrication method are its simplicity, controllability, reproducibility 

and being inexpensive. The shape and the size of the tips can be controlled, by 

adjusting the laser power, the exposure time and the oxygen diffusion concentration 

for polymerization, to match its mode field to the small-core PCFs. A photopolymer 

micro-tip integrated on the end face of a SMF is used to reduce the mode field 

diameter and increase the numerical aperture of the light beam coming out from the 

SMF, so that there is a better match to the small mode field diameter and the large 

numerical aperture of small-core PCFs. A 5 dB improvement in coupling efficiency 

between a SMF and a commercial small-core, highly nonlinear PCF is demonstrated. 

This compact and efficient butt-coupling method is particularly suitable for PCF gas 

sensor applications where holes in the PCF need to be kept open at the joint for 

easier access to the evanescent field.  

   We developed a simple method for selective filling the central hole of PCFs. The 

method is based on a conventional fusion splicer which causes the cladding holes to 

collapse while leaving the central hollow core to remain open. Theoretical and 

experimental investigations show that the hole-collapse property of a PCF depends 
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on fusion current, fusion duration and fusion offset position. The opening and 

closing of the central hole and the holes in the cladding may be controlled to a 

certain degree by controlling the fusion current, the fusion duration and the fusion 

offset position. Experiments show that this method can be used to make hybrid 

polymer/silica PCFs having the central hole filled by a polymer. This novel structure 

not only introduces an effective way for micro-fluidic sensing applications, but also 

opens new perspectives for nonlinear applications by filling various functional 

materials into the central hole of a hollow-core PCF.  

   We also investigated the properties of two kinds of hybrid PCFs. The 

wavelength dependence of the modal effective index, effective mode area, 

confinement loss, group velocity dispersion and birefringence has been derived by 

using a simulation model. The properties and advantages of hybrid PCFs are 

demonstrated by comparing them with those of the corresponding index-guiding 

PCF and bandgap-guiding PCF. The method of fabricating hybrid PCFs by 

micro-hole collapse effect was demonstrated and the potential applications of these 

hybrid PCFs were also discussed.  

7.2 Future work 

Our splicing techniques for PCFs will give a significant impetus for integrating 

PCFs into existing fiber optic systems. The micro-hole collapse effect and the 

incorporation of new materials will provide a new platform for ultra-compact 

photonic devices. In particular, we have the following suggestions for future study.  

   To further decrease the coupling loss between small-core PCFs and conventional 

SMFs, a theoretical investigation of the optimized collapse length of the PCFs using 

beam propagation method would be useful. The experimental results may be further 

improved by choosing a wider electrode gap for the fusion splicer to increase the 
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length of the adiabatic air hole collapse. For direct splicing among different types of 

PCFs, the two major challenges of microhole collapse and mode mismatch should 

be considered. The parameters of the fusion splicer such as fusion time, fusion 

current, offset and overlap should be further investigated to optimize the hole 

collapse and to increase the mechanical strength of the joint.    

   Since hollow-core PCFs are mainly produced for photonic bandgap guiding, the 

air-filling fraction of this kind of hollow-core PCFs are over 90%, thus causing the 

cladding index to be rather low. For liquid-core based PCF applications, when the 

central core of the PCF is filled with liquid, the high index contrast will lead to 

multimode operation, which is not desirable for sensor applications or fabrication of 

functional fiber devices. In future work, the design of a hollow-core PCF with 

suitable relative hole size should be attempted to achieve single-mode operation for 

liquid-core PCF applications. The thickness of the silica interface surrounding the 

air core will be specially designed to eliminate surface modes.  

   The bending properties of index-guiding PCF and bandgap PCF are quite 

different. The macro-bending loss of bandgap PCFs can exist both inside and 

outside of the bend at the long wavelength edge and the short wavelength edge 

respectively. For the hybrid PCF A4 in Chapter 6, when the PCF is bent upward, the 

induced loss mainly occurs at the short-wavelength edge of the transmission band; 

when the PCF is bent downward, bend-loss will occur at the long-wavelength edge. 

Thus it can be designed to serve as a directional bend sensor. 
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